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Railroads of the United States.

Dinsm ore's excellent

Railroad

Guide for this

month contains a summary of the number of
miles of railroad now in operation in the United
States, from which we learn that we have
more railroads than all other countries put to
gether.
The total amount of railroads is 19,664,
Great Britain an d Ireland have only
about 8500 miles in operation, while those on
miles.

the continent of Europe do not amount to 6000
miles.

In 1828 there were only 3 miles of

railroad in our country ; in 1338, 1843 miles ;
in 1848,5682 miles; consequently 13,162 miles
have been built during the past seven years.
This is a most astonishmg and rapid increase,
being nearly double those that were built
during the previous twenty years.
New York has the greatest number of miles

in operation, namely, 2692 ; Ohio is next, hav
ing 2427 ; Illinois comes next, having 1892 ;
Pennsylvania next, having 1 627 ; Indiana next,
h �ving 1482 ;

and Massachusetts has 1317.

No one of the other States come up to a thous
and miles, and Arkansas, California, and Iowa,
have none.

The Wood River Coal Mines are located in' It. There is a hitch bar, b, attached to one end tuns capacity is moored. A truss work rests
Madison C ounty, Illinois, eight miles from AI- of each car, which passes into a lin k of the on thc boat and also upon the bank, and the
Europe-and these, it is calculated, will be ton and about eighteen. miles from St. Louis, chain, and thus connects the car and chain to cars, as they arrive, are let down by means of
completed and in operation in two years. The Mo. The mines are owned by an incorporated gether during the ascent and descent. For a brake-one ascending and one descending
total va lue of completed railways at $30,000 stock company, of which Wm. Richardson is purposes of safety a rack, k, is laid in the cen worked by one man on the boat. They then
per mile is $589,920,000. We do not know the Resident Agent, and contain near 400 acres ter of the track, over which the pawl, d, trails. run on turn-tables,and thence along the whole
the exact cost of constructing railways per of coal land, which, being perfectly level- If the chain should happen to break, therefore, length of the boat-some 270 feet-dumping
mile in Illinois and Indiana, but we have been with the exception of a small portion on a the car will not be precipitated down the in on either side, as required, and also into flat
informed that it does not amount to one-third branch of Wood river-contain a solid body cline, but will stand still.
boats, for the St. L ouis market. The Com
When the cars arrive at the landing, I, they pany are thus ptepared to supply all the upper
that of Massachusetts, which cost over $40,000 of coal, 6 feet 6 inches average thickness, exper mile, owing to numerous deep cuttings, tending under the whole of the company's disconnect with the chain, pass along the floor Mississippi, the Missouri, and Illinois river
and heavy embankments being required. The lands. The coal is Ii very superior bitumin- to the scales, S s, where ttey are weighed, boats, which is an immense trade. The wharf
western States being more level are better ous, containing, according to a. analysis by thence across the floor to the other side of the boat lies in the direct channel of all boats
There are now 6000 miles more under con

struction-as much as there is in continental

adapted than the Eastern States for building

Dr. Jackson, of Boston :

cheap railroads.

Gas-making bitumen

The railroad interests are

now a mighty power in the Federal Common

Fixed carbon in coke

wealth.

Gray ashes

........

Sulphur

Dangerous Eating.

Pheasants are said to be poisonous as food

building, where they are dumped upon an in50 50 elined screen, S n, and fall, ready for market,
46 05 into the railroad cars below, as shown. The
3 45 empty cars are then pushed back to the other
0 00

1 0 0 00

during severe cold and deep SLOW. They are
During the year 1853 and 1854 the Company
then deprived of their ordinary food, and eat opened several shafts, principally for ventila
the leaves of evergreen bushes, some of which tion, but also to test the extent and thickness
are poi sonous .

The Philadelphia

Ledger,

on of the coal.

this subject, says : "During the British occu

They also opened at the head of

a bluff on the margin of Wood river, a drift or

pation of Philadelphia, when the officers in entry where the building and machinery which
dulged themselves in pheasant shooting on form the subject of the accompanying engrav
Wissahickon hights, seven persons were pois ing are situated. The cut will give an idea of
ened at the supper succeeding the sport. The the manner in which coal is mined in some

side of the building, connected with the downward line of chain, and so are carried back t o
the mine t o receive new loads o f coal.
The cars are propelled 1 68 feet in 24 seconds,
and from 3000 t o 3500 bushels of coal can,
and several times have been raised per hour.

passing, and there is ample depth of water
around her. By coaling here boats save a
wharfage which is charged at Alton, they also
obtain their coal less than elsewhere, besides
other advantages in time, &c.

The present capacity of the mines is abou t
10,000 bushels per day. The Company have
in use their own locomotive and cars, and have
arrangements made for doing a large business
as soon as navigation opens in the Spring.
The same chain can be extended entirely
The machinery, plans, railroads, &c., were
through the main entry, and thereby render
drawn and superintended by Joseph A. Miller,
further important assistance. It can also, by a
Civil and Mining Engineer, St. Louis, Mo., and
slight alteration, be used for raising coal from
Alton, Ill.
a. vertical shaft .
.........

Nothing can be more simple, convenient, or
Report of the New England Inventol'8 and Mebird, unable, on account of the depth of the parts of the country, though probably few lo rapid, than these arrangemems for mining .
ehllnles industrial Exhibition.
snow, to find his natural food, was compelled calities afford so many natural advantages and Taken t ogether with the remarkably favor'I'he Committee on Machinery (W. P. Parrott
to feed on the buds and leaves of the laurel facili ties for mining operations as are here able situation of the mines, as respects
and Saml. Cooper,) Bubmit a brief yet some
(kalmia latifolia.) Death ensued. A scien combined.
navigation and railroads, the C ompany will be
what interesting summary of the different ma
tific fri end has just exhibited to us the crop
The building is placed at the base of the enabled to supply the western markets with
chines on exhibition.
and intestines, with the body of the pheasant, bluff before mentioned, and contains a power immense quantities of fuel .
In noticing a pianoforte action, they introweighing 1 lb. 14 3_4 oz. The crop and stom ful steam engine for raising the coal from the
To form a connection with Alton a railroad
ach were crammed with half decomposed laur mines, and also for pumping the water there has been built from the mines to the Terre duce the remark " that this piano felt better
el. One pair of such birds might render a from. The water is drawn from the floor of Haute and Alton Railroad, a distance of two under the touch than any of the pianos on ex
This quotation has referenoe to
family helpless for weeks, if not poison them the mine through sewer M, which empties into miles. Since that time, however, finding that I hibition."
of the International Jury of the
opinion
the
to death."
Alton did not offer a market for hu,lf of the
the well N, whence it is pumped by steam.
"'� ..
The coal is elevated fr om the mine in small
N. K. Wade, of Pittsburg, Pa., has gone to car (a) loads. A suitable track extends from
Russia, in the Emperor's employ, to superin the bed of the mine to the upper story of the
tend the manufacture of cannon at St. Peters building, the cars being propelled by the end
burgh. He is to re
. ceive $5000 per annum.
lells chain L, which passes over friction rollers,

coal capacity of the mines, another railr oad Paris Exhibition, and is credited to the New
has been built from the Terre H aute and Alt on Y ork: Times. We venture to assert t..Jat the
Railr oad direct to the bank of the Mississippi Times never published the extract, and further,
river, at a point opposite the month of the that it was copied from an article in the SCI
Missouri.
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BF.XDING PL W HANDLES. &c.-Benj. F. Avery. of
Loubville. Ky.:O I claim the strap. G. described. con
structed in any manner substantially the same. tor the pur·
po:;es set forth,
1 also claim the combination and arrangement of the
several devices constituting the machine. substantially as
described.
OPEST�G AND Cr.oSING FARM GATES_J. A. Ayres, of
Hartford. Conn.: I claim. first. the employment and ar·
rangement of the douule·acting. selt:adjusting jointed
treddle� J J# J'#. in comLJination with the self-locking
catches, I I. substantially a�, and for the purpose set
fort-h.
Second, opening and closing the two parts of the gate,
anp re·adju:!dng the drivin� board�, H II',by means ofth�
simple arrangenl.ent of mechanism shown, consisting of
weighted crank shafts, E E'. elbow links, d d'. and con
necti:lg rod.;, 1<' F', arranged and combined with the two
part� of the gate, B Jj', and the driving board;;, II H', as
described.
FLOUiHNG Mrr.Ls-Thomas Cr:me. of Fort Atkinson.
'Vis.: I claim securing the bed stone within a hoop, rbing
from a witable bed plate, when the said hoop ha� an open
annular space surrounding it, which is supplied with a
di.�char�in;{ spout, and has a rotating hoop arrang--ed and
opcratin� thr�.rein, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set fbrth.
ECCF.NT�IC ]�XPI.08IVE SHELT,s-Wm. W. Hubbell, of
Philadelphia. Pa.: I am aware that shells hadng eccen
tric hollows and reinlorcements around the fusee hole
have beeH used before roy invention. but in different ar
rangement of the metal an� with different effects from
tho.�e discovered by me. alld I do not claim such arrange
ment of metal nor their cfiect�.
e
t
m��l��'�h���fi����:�c �1�hbA�� �,e.�fu��1o��i; �;o��d
the fusee hole, with the segment of the hollow part, form
ing a spheri('.al shell, with flat based head, and externally
smooth. as described.
CO'lT' ON SEED PI,AN'u:n-John 11. Jones. (a�signor to
Newton !<'oster,) of Palmyra, N. Y.; I cl aim the disk, D.
cun�tructed with exit apertures, K. cavities,
V, and rat
chet, \V, and aisl) the vibratinr; rim, I. with flexible arms,
y, th('reon. the said disk: bein:; rotated upon sa.id rim, in
comLin.1.tioll with, and in opposite direction to the flexible
U, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
AnRANGI-:MENT OF TA N VATR-Dayid H. Kennedy. of
Reading', Pa.: I claim the arrangement of a tank, the
tan vats. the main supply vipes and their branches. mb.
stantialJy set forth, where by the tanning liquor may be
c:au�ed to flJW reg-lllarly through a. series of'vats. from one
to another. without the aid of pumps, and any one or
more of the vats may be insulated from the system of cird
i
t
i��a� ��g�I�:�rr��f���� oI1h� ��!i�:YiqJo��h����IF�:�
rest.
DRESSING STICKS-JOS. W. Killam, of East Wilton. N.
II.: I do not claim any of the parts of the described ma·
chi.:e separately.
But I claim planing at one operation sticks of timber of
polygonal form, straight and out of wind, without confin
Ing the same t') a carriage, by using the combination and
arrangement of the feed rollers, P F. and the bed, B, the
guide ·plates. L, and weighh, J? with the rotary cutter
heads, 1 K, as shown and descnbed.
RIVETING MACHINE-Emmons Manley, of Marion, N.
Y.: I claim the arrangement of the punch, e, lever, A,
and mandible, q. in relation to the anvil. d. and self-ad
ju�ting hammer head. D, in the manner and tor the pur
poses �et furth.
MOWING MACHINES-JOS. S.Manning, of Philadelphia.
Pa.: I claim forming the teeth or fingNR, 1I lIt with a cen
tral rib. g. clo:.ing the usual slot, in combination with cut
ter plate. K. and reciprocating blades, H. constructed sub
stantial1y as described, for the purpose of more effectual.
ly preventing clog-ging of the cutters, as sc t forth.
I claim the device for elevating the cutter bar or b eam,
consi:;ting of pulley or windlass. 1" ropes, a and straps,
d, passing over the shoulders of the hone. arranged and
operated in the manner set forth.
VENTnATTNG RAILR AD CARs-Wm. H. Medcalfe. of
Baltimore, :a.ld.: I claimO the passing of a current of air.
the force ofwhich is regulated by the motion of the car,
and a self·regulating bonnet. through a body of water,
which water is retained within a certain space by cer·
n
i
c s
e
ih �s f�e�� f�o% ��t�r� d��� 'cf�d�� �t��Oi� �a;���� d\:
rectly into the car through registen or by pipes around
the stove. and out o f t e car by a similar apparatus, emp
tied of water. after theh air has been used.
of
lIAM:MERI�G LEATHER.-Jean Pierre Molliere.
July 22. 1853: I
Lyons, France. Patented in Ii'ranceupon
surface
claim the hammering of !lole leather for thehard
purp9se of
strips,
after it is cut into �eel and sol«:
d
e e e nO
t
o
:l h�� m :;
d� ���;r�t�ai:i� ���� r��l bi;:�:::! �l !i�
headi of slightly rounded face, attached to the hollow
and
rods, C U' (J0', which may be weighted at pleasure,
that no t�o
shall be so governed by a ca� movement
they are kept by thell
strike at the same moment. whIle leather
after it i� ham
Rhoulder piece from crushing the
mered, the whole constructed and operated substantially
as described.
SEWING MACHINEs-John O#Neil, of Xenia. 0.; I do
divided into a number of
not claim a.feed bar, or one
o
li
n
po
��h��h
�r:;tS ;1 gia� Ith : ��ad �l�fs�Y�e�:�:ta�re���I�
and
takes hold of several of thel warp or weft threads,
O
a i
a
l
e
l��li!� t�·� c l�t��6h�� ;�� h e�;!��Udf ;�ffi�\��t �iS�I�ro
catch or hold several threads of the fabric being sewed,
l1ubstantially a9 set forth.
U-RATF. BARs-John P. Osborn. of New Orlean!. La.
I claim increasing the hight of ordinary grate bars of
furnaces by an addition to their top of a piece having iti!
sides conc,a,ve, and without any fag:ol in its entire length.
suhstantially a� described and for the purpose� set forth.
I distinctly discl aim all other features of the grate bar
described, except what I have specifical ly claimed.
REGULAT I!'fG VEI,OOITV or WIND 'VHEEL s-Franci�
Peabody, of Salem. Mass.: 1 claim the wind gate described
for the purpose specified.
I claim the method described ot controlling the wheel.
by means of the rods, c c, and screw. i. arranged and
operatin: in the manner substantia.lly as set forth.
SEED PLA NTERs-Freeman Plummer, of Manchester.
Ind.: I claim the seed cup, as formed by :dide. r. con
ductor, i, and hinge. h, as described.
Qpi:RATING THE S TEA M VALVES IN BLOWER EN
GINEs-James P. Ross. of I�ewisburgh, Pa.: I claim the
cam yoke, y, in combination with the adjustib le weights
and counterpoise Ie verso or the mechanical equivalents
of these several parts. constructed, arranged, and operat
ing sub stantially as. and for the purposes specified.
OF FIRE ARMs-Horace
PRIMERS FOR CART RIDGES
o
n
°b!�:V���;i�n���"t� � T�e vol��i�: lie�e�i�
.Compan
�����'
y:' of New Haven, Conn.) We do not
Arms
r
r
t d
a
�� iti��h� �:�r �fth� p����l;:n��e th: ����d pgf���
same,
as
patent
ha.s
already
been granted to
t
n
�!"��� ih ��
a copper or brass
But we claim the combination of
t��lw�!S�' 1I����a�ii�l11yorlUi�ett��hal:��
.' ��d�f�i���ty�:
,pec'ified.
ann.

rtS

•

n.,

a

a

z.

a

A
L
U�i�::Mo. : q ci:i�G:ne!��d ��cl-�h:�c�i:�nia�t'b o��
ing carriage wheels.
nd �' d:
hn
ii
R�k;ol�,Yll�1 I�fu���fir��i�����;c�iron ;It�:
m th
o
:�';nl'�c��d; �/r��'::;;fe;��r ��\�o:::.�� �:c�:: or s�a��:
d
t
h
e r
o
��t�����d�� d;o��n�t e'���� fo� �h� ��r�;� of ���ia.ti��
;,0 C � � e clog at the ends of the cutters.
!��s\��ti';Sfl de � ib�d.
I also claim the intermediate piece. P. between the
d h
f
o e
e
:.a�f�ldi�� o� ecl;s�i� j��t��{ �ni; af�����ur t��Oli�d��1
e
at the heel of the tongue. substan·
��11�li!; d�s�:�lb�IJ�
v
t
n
l
ee
itslfJi�r� ;���t� di���:��i�e'i;� tet�:e� ili :'t.!g�� ��:f
d
n
t
i
n
tr
��;t;;I� ;re��. �� Fo'ra��! ;';;��s� �r��gut�t1n� r�� hi�hi
of the cutters. substantially as described.
o
E
fo��i\J. ;s;�iai�u��::p��:d���r:�g�:��!.·b :!hi:h
is
r
}�gil\1�\�d���� :'���:�a��l�t�;e� :t�af,;:� ��de��l�f�!d.
RE-ISSUES.
ApPARATUS FOR DISSOLVING SILlcA-Benj. Hardinge�
in
i
n
d�
��t�l;r:�h� �r�sofvi�� �l sYf!� ,�nh �lia���85��lt;
and steam under high pressure, nor do I claim heating
liquids by causing them to circulate from boHer through
a coil of pipes in a furnace.
But 1 do claim, in the described apparatus, the method
of taking the liquid from the upper part of the charge in
the boiler or digester contajning the silicious matter, and
the solvents thereof: passing it through a hea.ter, and c.li�_
charging the vapor thereof in the lower part of the charge.
substantially described, when this is combined with a
d
tirrers, for stirring the
�h�::e��:�f:��r�fr;O�� d!�{b�J.
SEWING M:\CHINES-Allen B. Wilson, of Pittsfield,
Mass. Patented originally Nov. 12, 18.1)0: I claim forming
stitc.h by each throw or the sh uttle, and corresponding
motion of the needle, that is to say: makirrg one stitch at
each backward motion of the shuttle, this being effected
by the needle in combination with the shuttle. both con
structed. arranged and operated as described. or in any
other mode substantially the same.
SEWING MACillwEs-Allen B. WH�on, of PittsfieJd,
Mass.: Originally patented NoVo·. 12, lSJU: I do not claim
a spring toot or rod servillg only the purpose of stripping
the material to be sewed off the needle, or holding the
cloth down to a table as the needle rises, as such a con
trivance has been used rprior to the date of my inven·
tion.
.Hut I claim the method of causing the cloth or material
to Le se wed in a sewing machine. to progress regularly by
the joint action of the surfaces between which it is
clamped. and which act in combination, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes specified.
Secondly, I claim holding the cloth or other material
at rest. by the needle or its equivalent, in combination
with the method of causing it to progress regularly. the
whole. substantially as set forth.
'l'hirdly. I claim arr:\nging feeding surfaces, substantialo
dl
e b ,
!ha��h�:� ! ��! �� �h:;;!�t!��I\O ���f�;� :h:' ��� �·t�i·
stripping the cloth or material from the needle. ali it rises,
or recedes from it. as described.
FourthlY, I claim so mounting and attaching one of the
feeding surfaces to some other part of the machine. that
it may be removed or withdrawn away from the surface
at pleasure, substantially in the manner and to effect the
objects set forth.
DESIG NS.
COOKING STovEs-GaHettson Smith. Henry Brown,
and J05. A. Read, (assh;nors to J. G. Abbott and Archilus
Lawrence.) of l'hiladelphia, Po.. Ante-dated Dec. 31.
1855; We claim the design, configuration, and arrange
ment of the several ornaments in bas relief and moldings
on the plates of stove Premium/' a'J described and
shown.
PORTABLE FU RNACEs-Garretson Smith. H. Brown,
and Jos. A. Read, (assignol'& to A. E. Warfield,) of Phila
delphia, Pa. Ante-dated 'Dec. 31. 18.')5.
PORTAnLF. RA NG Es-Garrett.son Smith. Henry Drown.
and Jos. A. Read. (assignors to A. .K Warfield,) of Phila
delphia. Fa. Ante· dated Dec. 31, 1855.
a

as

a
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Zinc, and Its U.e..

This metal was known in very ancient times

in India and

making brass.

China, and was employed for
As now understood, brass is

an alloy of copper and zinc, but there is reason

to believe the ancient brass of the Phceicians
and Hebrews

was what we now call " bronze"

-an alloy of tin and copper.

The famous

t

foreign zinc, and also supplies England with it
worked profitably_

The zinc ores of New Jersey are believed to

be the richest in the world,
the red oxyd weighing

from the Sterling Hill mine, was exhibited at

the London World's Fair, and surprised all

who saw it.

The American Zinc :l.fannfactnr-

tablished

few

ing C ompany at Newark, N. J., which was es

It.!: color is a bluish white;

it is

brittle at an ordinary temperature, but mallea

ble and ductile at about

It is flexible at a dull red heat ;

volatalizes at a white heat, and becomes gas; it
oxydizes readily in the atmosphere, and burns
when highly heated.

in veins

The ore of zinc occurs

traversing primitive or transition

rocks.

The red oxyd of zinc is found native

Jersey.

The sulphuret of zinc, or blende, oc

in some places, especially in the State of New
curs in rocks of all ages, and is usually asso

ciated with ores of lead. It is generally of a
yellow color, and of a crystalline form.

This

kind of ore (sulphuret) is difficnlt to smelt, and

is not very valvable.

The carbonate of zinc

or calamine is a valuable ore, and so is the

silicate of zinc, which is often found associated

with the carbonate.

As zinc fuses at a low

temperature, the reduction of calamine is easy.
The ore

is first

calcined, then reduced to

powder by stampers or a Chilian mill, then

PLASTIC ZINC CEMENT FOR ROOMs-At a re

has not been so successful a3 to compete with

itive condition to receive the zinc, must be well

the smelting is conducted with great skill.

melted in an iron vessel and covered with sal

flourish;

since,

yet we have been informed that it Paris,

the Vieille Montagne C ompany, at whose works
Its

success, however, is simply a question of time

where the ore is rich and abundant and fuel
plenty, as is the

case

in onr country.

A few years since much was s aid about th e

M. Dumas communicated the particulars

cleaned an(� scoured bright.

The zinc is then

ammoniac, to prevent it volatizing, and th e

sheets of iron arc dipped into this, and gently

stirred until they are sufficiently coated.

It is

also a good plan to dip the plates in a weak

white oxyd of zinc superseding white lead as a

solution of salammoniac before they are dipped

ally tried, still white lead maintains its old

zinc sooner.

health of painters, zinc paints should be used

wire covered with zinc has been used for tele

judiciously.

rable;

paint, and we believe it has been very effectu
place.

As lead paints are injurious to the

in preference to them wherever this can be done
The white oxyd of zinc for paint

is made by burning the ore at a high tempera

into the molten zinc, as they then take on the

C hains for pumps and various

other purposes are thus coated with zinc. Iron
graphs; galvanized iron is said to be very du
and a little zinc mixed with iron is

stated to render it very tough and strong.

ture, and supplying it with a great quantity of of a recent invention by M. Sorel, which prom
ises to be of great advantage to plasterers and
air while burning.
Zinc is extensively used in the manufacture

of common brass, of which it generally forms

from

workers in stucco.

He stated that the inven

tion consisted in the discovery of a property

40 to 50 per cent. In the sheathing metal possessed by oxychloride of zinc, which renders
40 per cent., the other it superior, to the plaster of Paris for coating

for ships it forms about

three-fifths being copper.

We import about

the walls of rooms.

It is applied in the follow

$600,000 of this sheathing yearly, and about ing manner :-" A coat of oxyd of zinc mixed
with size, and made up like a wash, is first laid
$300,000 worth of other brass manufactures.
Zinc is employed to some extent in casting

5tatues; the group in our Crystal Palace rep

on the wall, ceiling, or wainscot, and over that

a coat of chloride of zinc applied, being pre

resenting the Amazon attacked by a lion, is

pared in the same way as the first wash.

face.

Many of our mechanics are acquainted

nation, and form a kind of cement, smooth and

and zinc-by first reducing the copper to a

vantages of oil paint without its disadvantages

zinc .

the employment of oxychloride of zinc as a

cast in .ZiDC, and is merely bronzed on the sur

with the mode of making brass from copper
molten state in a crucible, then adding the
Waterbury, C onn., has long been fa

mous for various kinds of brass manufactures

The

oxyd and chloride effect an immediate combi

polished as glass, and possessing all the ad
of smell, & c .

The inventor further suggests

paint for iron, and also to stop hollow teeth,

This alloy is one of for which its plasticity and subsequent hard
ness and impenetrability to the moisture of the
the most common and useful in the arts.
As the positive metal in galvanic batteries, mouth, render it particularly applicable."
especially brass kettles.

zinc plays one of the most wqnderful and usc

ful parts in generating electricity and convey

ing messages on lightning's wings by telegraph.
It is also the great agent in batteries for electro

plating, by which silver is deposited on pewter

and copper, on the types of the printer, and

for making copies of engravings.

The reason

why zinc is the best meta.! for this purpose, is

because it is the most easily oxydized.

When

placed in water it has such an affinity for oxy

gen that it separates it from the hydrogen of
A little sulphuric

acid is added to the water in electric batteries,

This salt is much used as a drier for paints,

especially light colors.

By using a pound of

it to a gallon of linseed oil, in boiling the lat
It is also used as an emetic in medicine, and as
an eye wash, (in a very diluted state,) for

mild inflammation of the eyes.

It is also a

good wash for very virulent sores in animals.

Farmers will find it superior to any other for
washing the sores of their cattle.

----�
--�.�.
-..
------
Theory of Odor•.

So much has been written on our five phys

ical faculties, sight, hearing, taste, touch, and

smelling, that it has occupied a large portion
of the various published works from the time

when printing was invented.

The three senses

first named have been fairly" written out;"
but not much has yet appeared relating direct

ly or indirectly to the others.

Mr. Septimus

Piesse now gives us a theory of the olfactory

nerve in distinguishing perfumes.

Scents ap

pear to influence the smelling nerve in certain
definite degrees.

There is as it were an oc

tave of odors, like an octave in music.

C er

tain odors blend in unison like the notes of an

iustrument.

For instance, almond, heliotrope,

vanilla, and orange blossom blend together,

preservative for timber,

and as a disinfectant

in hospitals, by pouring it into sewers, sinks,
&e., &c.

ZiDC has been used in the art of printing all

a substitute for lithographic stone.

with the carbon and escapes as carbonic acid

quality.

retorts, when the oxygen of the zinc combines

gas, while the zine vapor is condensed in re 
ceivers, and the metal thus obtained.

this metal possess

a peculiar

Plates of

lithographic

We have seen maps and designs

printed from them, which gave evidence that

A little they are admirably adapted for the coaner and

arsenie is generally associated with zinc.

The

processes of reducing zinc ores are different in

The most extensive zinc

smelting works in the world are those of the

Vieille Montagne C o., near Liege, in France,
which supplies our country with most of it.!:

similar impression.

Again, we have citron,

lemon, verbena, and orange peel, forming a

higher o ctave of smells, which blend in a s im
ilar manner.

The figure is completed by what

are called semi-odors, such as rose and rose

geranium for the half- note; petty-grain, the
A solution of the double salt chloride of note; neroly, a black key, or half
-note; fol
zinc and ammonia is very useful in tinning and
lowed by fleur d'orange, a full note. Then we
soft soldering copper and iron. It is made by
have patchouly, sandal-wood, and vitivert,
dissolving zinc iu hydrochloric acid, then add
with many others running into each other.
ing some salammoniac. It is applied to the
From the perfumes already known we may
seam to be soldered with a fine brush, then the
produce almost any flower. 'When perfumes
solder is put on with the common iron in the
are mixed which strike the same key of the
usual way. Thin plates of iron may be s ol
olfactory nerve, no idea of a different scent is
dered in this manner, as well as common tin
produced, as the scent dies off from the hand
plates. The chloride of zinc is employed as a kerchief; but when they are not mixed upon

mixed with ground coal, and heated in earthen

different countries.

metals.

300Q, at which tem ter, it imparts to it valuable drying qualities.
each producing different degrees of a nearly

perature it may be drawn into wire, or rolled

into plates.

Its applications are very

cent meeting of the Academy of Sciences in

years

and the product is a sulphate of zinc.

found combined with carbonic acid, and as a

the making of brass .

numerous, and it is one of our most useful

promised to

a

tin.

sulphuret.

It has also been tried

A single block of sheathing for ships; its principle use, however,

the water, which is set free.

Zinc exists native as an oxyd, and is

plate for this purpose.

-and s aid to be son:ewhat successful-as a

16,400 lbs. , obtained in a metallic state, is for electric batteries and

" Corinthian brass " is supposed to have been
an alloy containing gold, silver, copper and

Sheet Zinc has becn used as a roofing mater

SO cheap that the native blende cannot be ial for houses, but it is not so good as tin

cheaper kinds

of lithographic printing-or

rather" zincographic "-it being a distinct art
in itself.

Galvanized iron

is simply iron covered with

zinc in the same manner that thin plates of

iron are covered with tin.
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The iron as

a pos-

this principle, then we hear that such and such

a perfume become� " sickly," or "faint," after

it has been in use a short time.- [Piesse's Art
of Perfumery.

... � .
Phllo.ovblcal Inquiry.

Do the rays of the sun lose any of their cal
oric in passing through free !pace ?

On elevated moulltains where the pressure of

our atmosphere is about seven pounds to the

square inch, everything is in a frozen state,

even in th�,torrid zone.

Query-What is the

required pressure of atmosphere to separate
caloric from the rays of the sun 1
Binghamton, Jan.

12, 1856.

PEllDEX.

quarter size daguerreotype plate and pin.

(For the Scientific Amrican.)

Photo�raphie and Stereoseollie Angles.-The True

himself, an d then will change the position of

Theory.

The public will expect an answer to Mr.
thi� volume ef
.
TI IC AME RICAN. HIS opmlOns would
the S C
have been appreciated had his remarks been
Mascher's article on p age

IEN F

9�,

confined to s cientific examples and illustrations
-avoiding personal allusions to any neglect

I

the plate by reversing its ends, and take the
o her picture fr�m his second chosen point.
W hen s tereoscopically arranged, he cannot de-

:

I

i

I tect ,he change ;

or I will turn the pin one half

round in the second picture, and it will not

appear that there has been any movement of

or lack in studying and nnderstanding his ar-

the obj ects in the interval of taking the pic-

The article of Brewster, heretofore referred
to by me , is upon the size of lenses, as affect-

know at once, that similar poin ts do not coa-

ticle on my part.

tures.

The

most

inexperienced tyro

will

lesce when the ends of Lhe plate are changed, or

as i s done at Porto Rico, and thns we

Our Foreign Correspondence.

will take one picture from one point chosen by

NAPLE S, Italy, December,

1855.

ME SSRS . EDIToRs-Reflecting upon the nu-

human form."

I trust these quotations will

equal relief to both horizontal and vertical

over a floor, upon which it h� s been laid for

surfaces, with the bars of the sash in the same that purpose.

be considered plane.

ample reparation for inadvertently imputing to

I need scarcely allude to the concluding

Brewster so unphilosophical an idea on M I' .

section of Mr. M.' s article.

He says, " Hav-

This is thll doctrine of ing taken a picture according to our claim, it
all writers on Optics . Nor haa there been possesses the fault one might naturally expect,
Ma!!cher's authority.

published one word of controversy or difference

and if placed in the stereoscope with the four

of opinion on the " two facts " abovc mentioned, between Prof. W heatstone and B rews-

eyes parallel to the sides ofthe case, the rounds
of the chair will not be parallel," &c.

ter.

Now,

how can the four eyes in the two pictures be

But " writers on binocular vision have spo-

parallel in the stereoscope, two being taken

ken of the eyes as if they possessed no com-

from one point of sight, and two from another

W heat and other grain, is win-

nowed or cleaned by repeated washings and

dryings on a tile- paved yard in front of the

granary.

Flour mills, worked by hand, are common,

and make a flour considerably commoner, but

perfectly in keeping with

other arrangements

of a similar nature too numerous to speak of.
Throughout this

country there are a few

steam mills or factories, owned chiefly by Eng-

lish or French capitalists-who are looked up
on by the country people as akin to the witch

pensating power for loss of s tereoscopic relief point. There are two different perspectives to
of distant obj ects." S mith published the fact the same vanishing point, and of course the

Salem.

distant objects a century since, and it is known

patents have been granted in the States ; for

of the eyes turning outward whe n viewing

four eyes cannot be on the same line in na-

ture, according to the laws of perspective.

to every body that knows an eye from a mathematical point.

Two corresp onding eyes in the different pic-

Did Mr. M . mean to tell us

tures may be arranged paranel, and two cor-

that he had discovered the two ingenious con-

responding points of the chair rounds, but not

quired more than ordina ry ingenuity to dis-

Therefore, if Mr. M. placed the four eyes on a

trivances which he describes

1

It surely re-

cover, first, that the eyes having turned out-

ward to their furthest limit, and exhausted
their power to discern stereoscopic relief, turn

further apart still, and sepa rate obj ects which
they cannot see at all ; and, second, that the

example, Russ pavements have been in use, in
every little town in these parts, for centuries.

The darkness of my first evening in an Italian

ly patented at home ; and, if I am good at

resulted unsatisfactorily.
After three years ' carefully experimenting,

ardson took his first notions of a " Tube Tele

We have the Apollo,

and the Laocoon, the monument and the street>

atomy of the eye, tells us that it is for " near the forest near and distant, the ship
on her
objects " that the aperture diminishes.
stocks, with her horizontal bracing, all as perStereos copic relief is lost at a point from fectly modelled and as perfectly relieved
in
which the optic axes converge, and continue their horizontal lines and surfaces as in their
onward in a direct line.

find many articles " old " here, for which

line, he turned the plates obliquely, and thus,

exception to, our rule.

every general writer upon Optics and the an-

I

inn, was lighted by a copper lamp, similar, in

we have never failed in, nor disc l>vered a single

aperture diminishes for distant objects, when

es that anciently annoyed the good people of

the jour eyes nor the rounds in their length.

in unskillful hands, a single experiment has

heavy ones.

the

sustain

Every cubic foot of

crotch mahogany weighs about one-half more
merous " patented inventi ons " to be met with
than that of plain grained mahogany ; this
everywhere in America, the contrast in the
will explain the cause why some mahogany
older portions of Europe seems astonishing.
logs fl oat and others sink in water, and why
Instead of labor-saving machinery, it would
iron dogs or spikes are driven into the heavy
appear as if the only improvements required
logs to make them float, by connecting them
of
quantity
the
were those that would increase
J. C.
thereby to the light floatable logs .
labor to be done in Sardinia. However, I
Monticello, Fla., Jan . , 1856.
relarge
offering
advertisements
a ctually saw
wards for a process of manufacturing whole

s ome flour from the chestnuts, which are the
ing their i mages, and Photographs made by when the pin is moved half round, though they
main fo od of the poorer classes .
the same images. A photograph for a stereos- seem to.
Throughout France, agricultural implements,
copic tableaux is, singly, the same as any othLet me propose an example : take a small
harness, &c., bore no traces of the inventor's
er and if one or both are distorted, separately statue of the Apollo Belvidere, and stand it on
brain , they were uwally of the rudest con'
.
considered, they must be when stereoscopl ca1 - the window-sin ; make one picture, and turn
struction-many of them plainly indicating
ly c ombined. My inference was true from that it half round and make the other. Will these
that they had been handed down from s ome
p �per. I might have quoted c olumns , pub- coalesce 1 Surely not. Corresponding points
remote generation.
lishc d three years since, which Mr . Mas eher, on and outlines must be dissimilar enough to
In Italy, the first obj ect that attracted my
page 251, last volume S CIENTIFIC A MERIC AN , show relie f, a nd not so dissimilar as not to
attention were the plows,-an exact counter
through nearly one half of his whole commu- blend or harmonize in vision. If two points
part of one of them i s described in " Anthon's
nication, follows in every essential, thus de - of sight horizontally are chosen, the extende�
Classical Dictionary," as having been in use
cidedly endorsing the error into which Brews- arm will appear as thoogh viewed with one
among the ancients. One, which I examined,
ter and others had been led, and w hich our eye , and will appear in the same plane with
consisted of a short shoe, or thick triangular
" true theory " corrected. Was there the leas t the horizontal bars of the window s ash, but
slab of hard wood, the peaked end pointed with
necessity for so doing. Mr. M . appealed to the bo qy will be seen as from two points, and
iron ; a donkey and cow were harnessed to the
persons to read Brewster's article, and " that its v ertical surfaces will be relieved, and will
implement by the ordinary contrivances ; a
they would not find one word abou t stereos- stand out from the vertical bars of the s ash.
long gu iding pole attached to the wider end,
copes at all," but I had not so im plie d , nor But suppose the two points of s i ght are selectcompleted this agricultural curiosity, which by
used the term " stereoscope."
ed on a verticl11 line, that is, having the two the aid of " the team," opened the ground for
Here permit me to rectify an error (in the cam eras placed one over the other. The arm
a few inches below the surface, with half the
use of Brewster's name, as follows , " In this is n ow seen fro m two points, aver and under,
rapidity, and less facility, than the same labor
fact Brewster and others were not mis taken," whilst the vertical surfaces of the body ar�
could be per;ormed by a pick-axe in the hands
&c .,) into which I was led by the statement of seen as from one point. When stereos copiof a Yankee farm boy.
Mr. M., on page 251 (before referred to) in con- cally arranged, the arm will be relieved from
The soil hereabouts is mainly cultivated by
nection with this seutence, " T o explain the the horizontal bars of the sash, whilst the b ody
men, who use a heavy, short handled hoe. I
why and the wherefore of these facts h as ehal- will be in t he same plane as the vertical bars .
did not mean cultivated, the ground is " pawed
lenged the attention of Prof. 'Whe atstone , S ir
If we now arrange these last taken pictures up," manured, and flattened down again, ready
David Brewster, and a host of others," &e. of the " model man," as Mr. M. proposes, lyfor the seed, which is sown broad- e as t,-na
One of these facts, as Mr. M. has it, is " the hu - ing down, in the stereoscope, what bec omes of
tme being supposed perfectly capable of doing
man eyes are only placed two and a hal f inch- the arm 7 Will that appear lying down 7 Will
all the rest, on the principles, I suppose, that it
es apart, and see s olid obj ects in their proper the windows and all nature in the back-ground
is dangerous to interfere too much with the
solidity and relief." Now, what says Brews- appear to be lying down 1 By the same reasways of Providence.
ter on this point, my denial of which Mr . M. oning, two pictures of the statue, or " man,"
Cultivators, shovels, spades , and s o forth,
calls " monstrous doctrine 7 " He says , " we lying down, made from two horizontal points
seem to be wholly unknown. Wood is split by
do not see the true forms of obj ects in binocu- would repres�nt the �ame standing up.
an instrument resembling a blacksmith's ham
. But though we see more of
lar vision.
If such were the facts, the stereoscope would mer, aided by iron wedges, which last perform
the body in binocular vision, it is only parts of be, as Brewster terms it, an instrument of " oc- the main
part of the labor. Olive oil is ex
vertical surfaces perpendicular to a line j oin- ular equivocation."
pressed by machinery that should disgrace an
ing the eyes that are thus bro ught into view,
H ow easy to go to work philosophically and old-fash ioned cider mill. Hye, oats , etc., are
the parts of similar horizontal surfa ces re- take the two pictures fro!:J. two points at an
thrash e d by the active exertions of a score of
maining invisible as with one eye. . . The angle of 45 degs. with the horizon, giving bare-footed men and women ; wh o " circulate "
two eyes were necessary to give beauty to the

them all to the vessel-the light logs

ing

every respect, to the " swinging " articles late
guessing, I should " calculate " that Mr. Rich

graph " from a very ingenious arrangement,

in all the large hotels of this countl'y, where

iron chairs, tables, washstands, bedsteads, re

peating fire-arms, chain pumps, awning frames,

speaking tubes, and dumb waiters, have almost
gone out of fashion.

.. , _ • •

J. P. B.

Floating Mahogany Logs.

Regenerative Steam

En�lne.

In Fairbairn's account of the machinery of

the Paris Exhibition as published in the Lon
don Mechanic's Magazine, we find the follow-

ing :-

" Amongst other novelties of the Exhibition

is the engine of Mr. Siemens.

It is upon the

regenerative principle, or that of rendering ac

tive the latent heat of steam by a process of
applying heat to the steam of the cylinder

is exhausted at the end of the stroke.

fiS it

This

steam having performed its work upon the pis

ton, is discharged through conducting pipes
into a second and

third cylinder, and these

two latter are enveloped by exterior cylinders,

having furnaces at the ends, and on which the

heat currents of these furnaces impinge, giving

to the lower end a temperature in the interior

of almost

This increase of temperature

5000•

surcharges the steam as it passes from the cen

ter cylinder, doubles its volume, and acting

upon the piston or plunger by its expansion,

drives it forward ready for the same repetition
The steam thus ex

in the succeeding stroke.

panded and reduced in temperature, is passed

by another conducting pipe into the opposite

side of the piston, which, acting upon it in a
state of saturation, having received some ad

ditional heat in its passage through some wire

gauze which fills the annular space between
the two cylinders over the furnaces, it is again
In this way

ready for the succeeding £troke.

the engine is worked, the steam making a con

stant circuit, and worked over and over again

with about 1 - 1 0 th of supply from a small ves

sel or boiler attached immediately above the

heated cylinders.

The results, according to

Mr. Siemens, are highly satisfactory, and pro

duce from the same quantity of coal more than
double the force of the steam engine. "
[This is certainly a

pure steam engine, the

same steam being used over and over again

without condensation into water, and is the
only one of the kind we have ever heard of.

All the heat required (and consequently the

only fuel) is simply to replace that lost by the
This is

expansion of the discharged steam.

the idea clearly set forth in the foregoing de

scription-the steam making a CORstant cir
cuit, and worked over and over again.

Now

while we confess this engine will require but

little fuel, it will exert just as little force, for

to us it appears that the amount of radiation
or loss of heat in it is j ust the exact ex

ponent of the force exerted.
economy appears to
cious reasoning.

be

Its

based

supposed

on fall a

How can it be otherwise

1

Let us suppose for a moment that there is no

loss of heat in this engine, how will it operate,

or will it operate at all

1

It will not mOVQ.

The steam vessel into which the steam of the

cylinder is exhausted, must be of a lower tem

perature than the exhausting steam, or the re

sistance will be eqnal, and balance the direct
action of Lhe steam.

that in a

It is, therefore, evident

pure steam engine like that of M.

Siemens ' , the amount of radiation or loss of

heat at each stroke, is the exponent of the
force of the engine.
.. . .. . ..
The

Fate of Mnmmies.

The mummies of Egypt are sometimes quar

ried by the Arabs for fuel, and, whether those

of the Pharaohs, their wives, their priests, or

their slaves, are split open and chopped np

with the same indifference as s o many pine
MESSRS . EDITOR S-In my youth, like other logs . The gums and balsams used in embalm
copic tableaux, without weariness at all for wild boys, I had a burning desire to see the ing them have made them a good snbstitute for

Beyond this the

vertic al.

j oints of the body and our powers of locomo-

tion and the teles copic arrangement of lenses

The eyes may view all our stereos-

any length of time, and the a�tist may copy ultima thule of the earth's surface, so I went bituminous coal ; and thus the very means em
form s with pencil, brush, or chis el, as perfectly out on my first voyage in the mahogany trade ployed to preserve them have become the ac
will, by parallax, afford the best positions for as from nature itself.
to the old city of Santa Domingo, which is so tive agents of their dissipation.
trigonometrieal calculations. This is the rmly
ALBERT S. SOUTHWORTH.
.. - ..
renowned for fine mahogany. We had to raft

permit the selection of such points of s ight as

compensating power which the eyes possess for
loss of relief of distant obj ects.

We come now to the fourth s ection of Mr .
Mas cher' s article containing his prop os ition

for s olution.

I will arrange, as he proposes, a

I

I

:

B oston, Jan. 1 1 , 1856.

our timber some distance down the river, and

The Life Saving Benevolent Association of

this city have presented to C apt. Nye, of the
some of the logs would swim or float, while
steamer Pacific, a gold medal, as a testimonial
others would sink. We therefore moored the
ing only one eye is not a correct j udge of dis- heavy logs and light ones close togethe�, by of his humane conduct in saving 19 of the
I
crew of the wrecked ship Jeslie Stephem.
tance.- [Ed.
spikes, little eye bolts, and rope, preCIsely
I using

[Two eyes are given to man for another
purpose beside b eanty of form. A person hav-
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Registering Thermometer.

It is sometimes very convenient and useful
to have a thermometer that will not only indi-

us

lowest degree of cold to which the spirit may

cate but leave a record of the lowest temper-

fall during night, by a peculiar fine small tube
ature of the atmosphere during a certain peplaced inside of the spirit tube, and which aI
riod-such as at night-when the instrument
lows the spirit to rise past it when set, (if a
cannot be watched. As mercury freezes at

Recent American Patents.

Timber Planing Machine.-By Joseph W.
Killam, of East Wilton, N. H.-The invention

rise in temperature

28 degs . below zero, alcohol colored with alka-

has for its obj ect the planing of timber and all

of cold as low as 40 degs .

the various sides being all planed simultane

ages cannot exhaust.

Rutland alone turns out

half a million dollars worth a year.

And yet this marble formation which ex

tends the entire length of Vermont, runs also

through Berkshire O ounty, in Massachusetts,

through western Oonnecticut, and, I believe,
into New Jersey.

And probably the marble

interests above briefly alluded to are not a

pheric temperature, and thus leaves a record of moiety of those which exist in the country.
No sane person, with these facts before him,

A spirit thermom-

the lowest degree of cold.

eter (a very neat one of which is now before

Two cutter heads only' are employed,

occurs,) but which falls

with the spirit to the lowest point of atmos

net root is tbe medium used to indicate degrees

kinds of angular wood stuffs, large or small,

ously.

manufactured by G. Tagliabue, No. 298

Pearl st., this city,) is made to register the

will say that an improvement which at once

For example, sup

does away with one-half of the expense of an
important branch of the business is not of
great value, and no reasonable person will

the cutters are made V -shaped, and placed one

were instrumental in the production of these

flat, is turned on angle when fed in, so that

great haste, seizing npon the first idea that

the shape of the cutter£ being arranged to cor

IMPROVEMENT IN HOISTING BLOCKS.

respond with the number of sides which it is
desired to cut on the stuff.

charge mercenary motives upon those who

pose a square piece of timber is to be planed ;

improvements.

above the other ; the stuff, in�tead of laying

each cutter l'lancs two sides of the timber at

once.

Six sides, octagonal, and other angles,

presented itself, instead of carefully and ex

I

perimentally feeling their way to the truth,
have made failures ;

can be planed with equal facility by a change

in the form of the cuttftrs.

ent fees and models, seem to forget that some

ous feeding bed device connected with the ma

waste of property and life always attends a

chine which we cannot here describe.

great victory.

This improvement is calculated for dressing

There is yet ample room in the marble busi

off large timbers of all kinds, for dwellings,

ness for the exercise of the inventive faculty ;

churches, ships, &c., also for finishing table

some important improvements are yet needed.

legs and angular sticks of every description.

In conclusion, Messrs . Editors, allow me, in be

Seif- Clolring Gate.-By J. A. Ayres, of Hart

half of the marble manufacturers of Vermont,

ford, O onn.-Gates that may be opened and

to thank you for the early " aid and comfort "

closed by the mere pressure of a carriage wheel

upon a lever, without subjecting the occupant
of the vehicle to the necessity of getting out

you gave this great improvement

l Ye(. 5

M. M.

,.I

[The above letter, as will be seen by the

They have been already introduced, with suc

signature, is from the gentleman who offered

cess, in many parts of the country.

the prize of $1 0,000 for the best marble sawing

The present invention is one of the latest

rod with the lower gate hinge.

The board is

so weighted that one end is always elevated
above the ground. When a carriage comes

along it strikes the board, presses it down, and

acts through the rod on the hinge, causing the
gate to open.

The gate is held, after opening,

by a catch which the carriage wheel releases

in passing through, and the weight attached

to the board j ust mentioned.

invention.

It consists in

from the gate, the board being connected by a

The hinge which

connect with the rod then causes the gate to

swing back and remain shut.

This appears

to be a very cheap and simple device.

MANLY.

South Dorset, Vt., Jan. 1 856.

for that purpos :' , are becoming quite common.

placing a pivoted board at a suitable distance

and now finding them

selves minus a trifling sum of money for pat

There is an ingeni

improvements of this class.

Some inventors, in their too

The letter contains some very in

teresting information.

ordinary bearings,
In almost every species of hoisting, whether ers . When placed in the
so clogged up by
become
Boon
ournals
j
their
necesfrequently
is
it
on ship board or shore,
cannot revolve, and the
sary to change the bend of the rope, so that dust or dirt, that they
In the present in
while one portion moves, for example, perpen- rope is then worn or s cored.
obviated. The
wholly
is
difficulty
this
vention
.
dicularly, the other part moves horizontally
(B,) at one end,
Such a change of bend is indicated by the rollers are made pointed,
which point or pintle revolves in a suitable
the roller
The block through which a rope thus bent socket, as shown ; the other end of
or pintle,
is to pass, must be made specially for that pur- has a socket, and rests upon a point
the socket which
pose, and its cheeks must be provided with O. The inventor claims that
of the roller serves as
friction rollers, so as to prevent the rope from receives the pointed end
of dirt, while
entrance
the
prevent
to
cover
a
presThe
being chafed by so short an angle.
end of the roller acts
ent improvement relates to this class of blocks. the cavity in the other

rope in fig. 1.

New Metlwd qr Casting Metals-By E zra Rip- It is the invention of Mr. H. Merrill, of Taun- in the same manner to cover the lower pintle.

.. . ... . ..

Salt to Remove Ice.

By sprinkling common salt on ice it absorbs

water, and in the act of so doing thaws or
softens the ice by the heat generated during

the action of attracting the moisture.

This

quality of salt is often taken advantage of to

thaw the ice on pavements in order to prevent

persons slipping on them.

A correspondent of

the New York Courier warns persons

not to

pursue this practice uuless they wish to injure

the surface of their pavements.

He- says " the

salt causes the surface of the stone to peel off
as if rotten.

A few months after such appli

cation, scales of one- fourth or one-eighth of

We are told that hoisting blocks thus made
ley, of Troy, N. Y.-This consists in a peculiar ton, Mass., and was patented Dec. 25, 1 8 55.
an inch in thickness may be picked off by the
and useless from the
method of quickly withdrawing the air from
Our engraving shows, at fig. 1 , a side view of will never become clogged
fingers. The salt (chloride of sodium) which
improvement adds nothing
the improved block, the sheave of which is of causes named. The
The rollers may
the ordin ary construction, indicated by S, the to the cost of construction.
in an
terminate
strap
the
and
hollow,
cast
be
l'
e
a
r
i
figures
expansive
air
tight
an
other
of
The
mold
A.
the
by
plication to
fr ction ollers
auger point, for convenient fastening, when dechamber. The withdrawal of the air begins sectional views of the p arts .
at the same instant that the molten metal comThis improvement does not consist in the sired, as shown in fig. 2 .

the mold, so as to insure a better filling of the
same with the metal.

This is done by the ap-

mences to fill the mold.
Water Proofing

Leather-By J .

P . lIoIolliere,

of Lyons, France-This is a method of ren-

dering the soles and heels of boots and shoes

F or further information address the inventor

use of the friction rollers, for they are not new,
J:oll-

bU

�_�C_�J: IIl���_o����i� t�-

as above.

� __
___
_
____

soaks into the stone, becomes decomposed, and

forms

chlo-rides

with its

constituent

salt s,

which being soluble leak out by subsequent
rains, and impair its adhesive properties .

The

city railroads of New York have made liberal

use of salt to clear their tracks of ice and
snow.

The concrete in which the ties are im

this invention, by doubling its efficacy, makes bedded might be injuriously affected by re
it pay for itself the first year. The absolute peated applications ; deliquescent salts being
than or aggregate value of this invention must be formed and carried off by the rains."

( For the S cientific American.)
M a rbl e and IUarMe Sawing Invention.

water proof, by hammering them, thus closing

ME SS RS . EnrT o R s.-Something more
T o prevent the stone flags scaling off, it
six months since it was m ade known, through very irq erfectly understood by those who are
the desired form, and then subjected to the your columns , that an invention was needed ignorant of the present extent of the marble would be a ve ry easy thing to sweep or scrape
active operation of a series of small steel ham- for sawing tapering forms in marble . You business in this country at the present rate of off the salt with the thawed i ce, which should

their pores .

The leather is first cut out into

mers, having slightly rounded faces .

It is aI -

accompanied that notice with editorial remarks, in whi ch you prophesied that the replaced or spread, and that it is rendered wholly ! quired machine would be produced, and en-

leged that the leather thus treated is not disimpervions to water.

Tan Vats-By David H. Kennedy, of Read-

ing, Pa.-The inventor employs a large tank

its development, and of its capacity for unlim
The business is yet in its in

ited expansion.

not less than

purpose of causing the tanning liquor to flow time a number more will be added to the lis t .
regularly from one vat to the other, without With so many earnest, practical minds direct-

black to the snowy white, and varyillg nearly

by suitable main and branch pipes, for the

are now doing s atisfactory work.

the aid of pumps.

ed to a single point a failure was impossible.
This competition, unparalleled in point of suc-

cut off or isolated from the others whenever it

is desirable, without stopping the circulation
of liquor through the remaining vats.

a good improvement.

This is

Mr. Kennedy is the in-

ventor of a process for tanning, patented some

,time ago, which, it is said, greatly reduces the

time commonly required to convert hides into
leather.

l1i[ethod oj Melting

Iron Filings-By A. Pevey,

of Lowell, Mass.-The inventor provides a per-

Jorated cast iron vessel, in which he deposits

In a short

$ 1 5,000,000 !

Here is found

marble of almost every hue, from the ebony

as widely in texture.

Sudbury, Brandon, and

Middlebury have statuary marble equal to the

NOTE.-Patents for the above inventions,

except the two last, were granted Jan. 22nd,

1856.

For claims of the inventors see official

Death of an . Inventor.

William Blake, the inventor of Blake's Fire

Proof Paint, died at Westfield, Mass., on the

8th inst. , from the effect of an explosion that
occurred in some chemical experiments which

he was making.

A few weeks previous to this
best Italian ; as the busts of our native s culp
event he called upon us to consult about ob
cess, has had, and must continue to have, the tor, Kinney, testify. Roxbury has an inexhaus
taining a patent for a new explosive material
effect greatly to diminish the commercial value tible supply of the true Verd .!1ntique, so iden
for fire-arms, and described the experiments
of each patent from the price it might have tical in composition and appearance with that
which he had made conjointly with an ac
As no one or hitherto obtained from ancient ruins, that the
commanded standing alone.
quaintance, who was an experienced chemist.
two of these machines can enjoy anything like best j ui ges have mistaken the one for the
He stated that all their experiments were not
a monopoly of the public confidence or of ac- other. Although these quarries have been
completed, but they had already obtained very
tual merit, they will at once be introduced into opened but a couple years, this beautiful stone
satisfactory results. His experiments are now
" general nse. What the patent right of a rna- has already found lts way into the new capi
ended forever. Memento Mori.
chine of exclusive excellence would have been tol extension at Washington, and into the par
..
-------•
•- �.. --41
worth may be " guessed," from the fact that lors of the rich in New York and Paris . The

I

the filings, and melts them up, vessel and all, several discriminating inventors, when they committee for the erection of the Benjamin

in a suitable furnace.

If the above is true with re

fancy, although it has increased more than a it not be an excellent and easy plan to nse salt
couraged inventors to undertake the work.
hundred-fold in ten yeMs . I have no hesi- for roughing the Russ pavement-something
Your expectation has been met. Sixteen tancy in saying that the entire marble interest much to be desired .
___--.. I �.-41
.
patents have already been granted for machines of Vermont is now valued, by its owners, at

placed above the vats, and connected with them of the character proposed, and several of these

Any particular vat 'TIay be

always be done.

gard to the action of the salt on stones, would

had satisfied themselves of their success in the
production of a good machine, refused the

Franklin monument in Boston, adopted it for

of using a single machine to one of the largest

mont Italian" quarry of Dorset presents a bold

An ordinary gang of saws is worth $1000, but

long by 150 feet high, and of a breadth which

that purpose after subjecting it to the severest

$10,000 offered, and one of them sold the right tests of heat, cold, and pressure.

marble manufacturers in Vermont for $1000.

The " Ver

front on the side of the mountain, half a mile

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

Life Boats.

The Oommittee appointed by the Secretary

of the ;N:avy, to test varions Life-boats at the

N avy Yard, Brooklyn, have reported very fa

vorably on the compressible b oat of Mr. Ber

dan, described on page 86, Vol. 10, S CIENTIFIC

AMERICAN.

� tienfifit 6\meritan.

------�- -- �-

� tientifit 6\tneritan.
NEW-YORK, FEBRUARY 2, t856.
Heat and Cold Phenomena.-The Cause.

We have heard and read much about heat
and cold, and we are quite sensitive in our

America, mild weather used to prevail in Eu wreck are not adequate, hence the formation
rope, and vice ve,·sa ; but the past and present of this Association. It appeals to the public
winters have been equally severe on both con for support. Robert C. Goodhue, Esq., No. 64
tinents. We wonder if philosophers have ob South street, is treasnrer.
--.--� .... � .. ..
..---served any pecliliarity in the dip of the mag
netic needle during such severely cold seasons �
. . .. . .

The Woodworth Patent

Extenslon.-Appeal to

Governors and State Legislatures.

HMory of Ga. Lighting-Who was its Inventor.

Descending Hydrostatic Carriage." When the
article describing it was published, Silas Dins
more, of Mobile, Ala., answered it, stating
that Archibald Smoot, of that city, had shown
a

miniature water wheel carriage of the same

kind in 1822 ; explained its use, and operated
We have lately noticed a paragraph in a it publicly before a large crowd of citizens.
number of our exchanges, attributing the in
We would really like to see such a wheel in
vention of gas lighting to Phillip Le Bon, an operation on an incline of about 6fJ feet to the

During the progress of the memorable efforts
engineer of roads and bridges in France, in mile. At present we cannot see how it would
made in 1852 to foist the Woodworth extension
1 785. The following is an extract from the ascend it, and therefore we do not believe it
what is cold � Many theories have been ad
bill upon Congress, the attention of many of
paragraph referred to :vanced respecting heat, all the authors of which
could. If it will work, a paddle-wheel hoat
the State Legislatures became turned to the
" Le Bon commenced by distilling wood, in may yet be made to climb up Niagara Falls.
seem to have committed the blunder Qf suppos
subj ect and some of them pas�ed resolutions
order to obtain from it gas, oil, pitch, and py The covetousness of no man should be excited
ing they had demonstrated what heat is,by mere
instructing their Senators and Representatives
ly describing its effects . We have never heard of at Washington to use their influence and their roligneous acid, but his work indicated the respecting the authorship of thi,s railroad wa
possibility of obtaining gas by distillation ter wheel.
an attempt being made to explain what cold is,
votes against the passage of the act. These
------. �-..-----from fatty or oRy substances. He eventually
beyond that lucid one, " it i,s the absence of
resolutions had a powerful effect, and contrib
Im(lortant to Inventors and Model Makers.
died, ruiood by his experiments. The English
heat," and which is just as applicable to heat,
uted, perhaps as much as any one cause, at
Too many applicants for patents, disregar d
-" it is the absence of eold." Both heat and that time, to the signal defeat of the scheme. soon put in practice the crude ideas of Le Bon.
the rules of the Patent Office in preparing
In
1804,
Windsor
patented
and
claimed
the
cold produce peculiar effects.
In less than one year froll! to-day this ven
their models, and thereby cause themselves un
credit of inventing the process of lighting by
By heat, substances are made to expand,
erable monstrosity, if ignored by the present
necessary trouble and expense. Numbers of
gas
;
in
1805
several
shops
in
Birmingham
metals to assume the form of gas, and the
Congress, will die a natural death. Its lease
models are constantly refused by the Depar t
were illuminated by gas manufactured by the
flinty rock to run like water. C old, on the
of life expires, by law, in December, 1856, and
ment on account of their being too large, too
process of Windsor and Murdoch ; among
other hand, reduces fluids to solids, but like
after that time, unless the patent is now re
imperfectly constructed, or not properly paint
those who used this new light was Watt, the
heat it also expands substances. Strong can
newed, it will trouble no one. It is fully sen
ed or polished, to meet the official require
inventor of the steam engine. In 1 8 1 6 the
non have been burst to pieces, as with gun
sible of this fact, to speak figuratively. It
ments. Before us lies a letter from the Com
first
use
wa,s
made
of
gas
in
London,
and
it
powder, by filling them with water and sub
knows that its dying hour approaches, and it is
missioner, which we will publish, giving the
was not until 1818 that this invention, really
mitting them to severe cold. Rocks are split
mustering · all its forces with a view to avert
names of the interested parties, in initial, as a
of French origin, was applied in France."
asunder, and limbs of trees are burst from
the catastrophe ; it is about to make a grand
warning to others who may happen to be en
So far from the foregoing being correct, gas
their trunks during intense cold.
If heat
final struggle. Its most powerful agent is
gaged in the construction of models for ap
was made from coal in England in 1 688. The
is a substance, as is asserted by some, why may
money. Richer than Crresus, it is lavish in its
plications for patents, or soon intend to do so :
Rev. Mr. Clayton, of Crofton, Yorkshire, who
not coid be a substance also 1 The fact is that
expend:tures and profuse in its promises. T o
" U. S. PATENT OFFICE, Jan. 22, 1 856.
had visited Virginia, in giving an account of
heat and cold are j ust terms in general use
obtain influence or put down opposition, it
GENTLEMEN-The models in the following
his observations in that colony to the Royal
for describing certain effects arising from a
freely pays gold. Its great hope is, directly or
Society, compared the nature of thE' violent late applications can be repaired by the Office
cause, or from causes not yet distinctly known.
indirectly, to subsidize Congress ; to effect this
We know something respecting the operations
thunder of Virginia to the spirits which he for the prices annexed :
purpose, secret agents are busily at work,
1 . D . C . T . -Water Wheels,-broken ; charge
had drawn from coals, and exploded, and
of gravity, but no person can tell what gravity
in many directions, concentrating every pos
which he had caught in bladders, and burned for repairs, $1,50.
is ; and it is the same with heat and cold.
sible influence that will aid in carrying out the
2. A. & T . S. S .-Gang Plow,-broken ;
Faraday has come to the conclusion that all
until it was consumed, which was nothing less
end. If the votes of less than half the mem
the forces of nature may be traced to electricity
than coal gas. Dr. Watson, in his Chemical charge for repairs, $2.
bers can, in any manner, be secured, the vic
3 . A. A.-Screw Propeller,-too largjl ;
in different conditions ; and heat and cold be
Essays, in 1773, describes the process of distory will be won, and the whole country will
tilling Newcastle coal in a retort, and obtaining charge for reducing, $ 1 .
ing forces of nature would come under his
once more be laid under disgraceful tribute to
4. W. H. B.-Spike Machine,-charge for
inflammable gas therefrom. The discovery of
classification as electrical phenomena. The
its avarice. For years the patent has brought
making gas from coal was therefore made long painting, $1 .
recent "cold term" or cycle, experienced through
in an annual revenue of over three millions
5 . J . S · G .-Converting a Reciprocating in
before Le Bon's day ; yet there can be no
such an extent of our continent seems to favor
of dollars. Vast sums can be afforded to be
doubt but this French engineer made illumi- to a Rotary Motion, &c.-requires painting ;
his hypothesis, at least so we would conclude
spent to secure its continuance ; but, if suc
Very respectfully,
nating gas from wood, wihtout any knowledge charge, $ 1 .
from the information published on the subject
eessful, the re-payment of these amounts, ten
C . MASON, C om.
of what the English chemists had done before.
by E . Merriam, the well-known meterologist.
thousand times over, will be required, and the
Messrs. Munn & Co., New York."
W. Murdoch, spoken of in the above extract,
He states that this cold term lasted thirty
money ll1ust come from the earnings of hard
For the further information of all our read
illuminated his own house and his office with
days, and that very intense cold was experi
working, industrious people.
gas, in Redruth, Wales, in 1 792, and was the ers, we subj oin the official rules in respect to
enced in many places which heretofore always
Under these circumstances we appeal to the
enj oyed mild winters. At Waverly, lifo., on Governors and Legislatures of our States to first person who introdnced it into public use. models. If properly observed by model ma
He did for gas illumination what Fulton did kers, the troubles we have named will be avoid
the Missouri river, the temperature on the 25th
lend their assistance, for the last time, towards
for steam navigation-he brought it into suc ed. Annexed are the rules :of December was 24 deg. below zero ; and on
the suppression of this gigantic wrong. We
" The model must be neatly and substantial
cessful public use.
the 9th of this month it fell again to the same
ask them to draw up messages, to pass resolu
ly made of durable material, and not more
We have seen a statement in one of our co than one foot in Iength or hight, except when
point ; and had there been a wind prevailing
tions, to direct Congressional Representatives,
.
temporaries to the effect, that no method yet a larger model IS permitted by the Office for
at the time, it is believed that all the live stock
and to exercise every other power within their
special
reasons,
to be shown by the a.pplicant.
employed to purify coal gas, has been effectual
in that part of the country would have per
control to prevent its consummation.
Models filed as exhibits, in interference and
in separating the sulphuretted hydrogen from
ished, as the temperature was more like that of
We call upon good men, everywhere, for aid.
other cases, should also, as far as practicable
it. It is indeed true that there are some iron conform to this ruJe as to size. Should they
the Arctic regions than that of the mild south
Citizens of all classes can greatly assist in this
west of the United States. Mr. Merriam says,
pyrites in all coals nsed for making gas, and exceed this limit, they will not be preserved in
matter, if they are so disposed ; we hope they
both ammonia and sulphurous gas are pro the Office after the termination of the case to
in relation to the severe cold, " it must come
will, for once, do their whole duty. Let them
which they belong. If made of pine or other
duced from coals with the carburetted hydro
down from the high mountains and from the
write letters to friendly Members of Legisla
soft wood, they should be painted, stained, or
gen gas . But then the process of separating varnished.
great ethereal where the cold holds perpetual
tures requesting attention to the subj ect, and
these impure gases perfectly, is well known.
A working model is always desirable, in
dominion. He also alludes to the recent erup
explaining its necessities. Let them keep pe
If the gas is first passed through a solution of order to enable the Office fully and readily to
tion of the great volcano in the Sandwich Is
titions in constant circulation, and send them,
understand the precise operation of the ma
the sulphate of iron, and then through the com
lands as having something to do with it, and
chine. The name of the inventor, and also of
as often as possible, to Washington. Let them
mon lime purifyer, and then washed in water, the assignee (if assigned,) must be fixed upon
.says : " from the gigantic crater, nine miles in
be up and doing, for there is danger in delay.
every trace of sulphurous acid and ammonia it in a permanent manner.
circumference, such a volume of electricity i s
Whatever is to be done should be done quickly.
When the invention is of a composition of
will be removed from it.
discharged into the etherenl that human esti
.. , � ..
matter, a specimen of the ingredients and of
.. ... ..
mate cannot count it up." These remarks fa
Remonstrance. to the Woodworth Patent
the composition, which the law requires, must
Water Wheel Railroad.
Extension.
vor the.,views of Faraday respecting electricity
accompany the application, (see act of 1836,
On page 137, we copied a short artide from
We
would
again
remind
our
readers
that
section 6,) and the name of the inventor and
being the cause of natural forces .
the
London
.J1tkenaum
describing
a
new
meth
assignee (if there be one) must be permanent
O n the 1 2th and 1 3th ult. myriads o f live printed petitions of remonstrance against this
od of drawing up railroad cars on a steep in ly affixed thereto. "
black bugs fell on the snow at Fairfax, Va , outrageous scheme can be had gratis, on ap
cline on the Mt. Cenis Railroad, Piedmont.
Many of the models received at this office,
and covered it as with a mantle of velvet ; and plication at the SCIENrIFIC AMERICAN office.
The plan was described to consist of a water and also at the U. S . Patent Office, come packed
Enclose
a
stawp
for
postage.
many other strange things have also taken
One more vigorous effort made and the wheel operated by the power of a descending in cotton. If oil paint or a slowly dry
place during this cold term, such as the shock
monster
receives his death-blow. The parties current, and made to ascend the incline, by ing varnish has been used, the model, by the
of an earthquake felt at Ogdensburgh, N . Y.,
interested
are earnestly seeking, to obtain the having its shaft bearing on side rails, and its time it reaches its destination, is thoroughly
on the 6th ult., several shocks in Virginia
extension.
On no principle of right or justice buckets in the water, and thus to draw the deprived of its beauty by the firm adherence
on the 9th, and an electric cloud, which sent
can they succeed C ome forward, one and all, train of cars after it. We stated that the of the cotton to its parts. If cotton is not used
forth a current of great length, on the 1 9th.
plan in all likelihood was not correctly de dust generally takes its place, and becomes
As earthquakes have heretofore been attributed and help to put the millstone round their
scribed by the .!ltkenaurn, and that it probably cemented to the model. For the prevention of
necks.
to electricity, the shocks mentioned in connec
consisted of a more reasonable method, viz. : this vexation we herewith present an excellent
------�.
�.c..•
•
_----tion with the recent cold term, furnish further
that of a fixed water wheel at the foot of the recipe :
Life Benevolent A8oo<'intlo n .
proof in favor of Faraday's theory ; so that it
To COLOR OR PAINT MODELS-Dissolve gum
There is an Association composed of the incline, for drawing up the train by an endless
may be positively true, that the same cause
shellac in alcohol and add a small quantity of
most respectable merchants in this city, the rope ; and this plan we stated was not new.
which plates a tea-spoon and dispatches a tel
A correspondent in St. Louis sends us such coloring matter ; any color that is ground in
object of which is to procure life boats and
egraph message, also sends us our cold and
station houses, with apparatus and means of information as proves conclusively that even water will answer. Models constructed of hard
hot terms.
saving life in cases of shipwreck on our coast, the plan of the water wheel carriage ascend fancy woods, such as maple, beach, walnut,
By recent accounts from Europe we learn
and also to encourage meritorious conduct in ing an incline against the motion of the cur mahogany, etc., require the shellac only, no
that the cold has been as intense there as it
coloring water being requisite, as the shellac
persons for saving life, by granting medals rent which drives it, is not new.
has been here. At Odessa, on the Black Sea,
On August 29th, 1825, such a plan exactly, will bring out the natural grain of the wood.
and pecuniary rewards. Congress has pro
the thermometer stood for several days at 27 0
vided many life-boat stations on the New Jer for transporting carriages with goods up an Avoid copal, and all oil and turpentine var
below zero, and many persons had been frozen
sey and Long Island coast, and these have been incline on a railway, was described in one of nishes, and also oil paints, as they require con
to death in their beds. It had also been very
the means of saving 1 7 0 0 persons from death ; the Philadelphia papers, and the invention of siderable time to dry, and generally cause the
eold in England. We have often heard it as
but owing to the increase of commerce in New it was attributed to George Reeve, of Orange working parts of models to adhere, and so
serted that when we had a cold winter in
York, the present means for saving life in ship- Co., N. Y. ; it was called the " Ascending and stick together so as to render them inoperative.

feelings on the subj ect.

But what is heat, and
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I

� cientiuc
Safety of Railway Trarellng
Axles, &c.

in

England, Car

i t s original state o r softness.

�lnerican.

I believe I have

solved the mystery, and if any man can dis

At a recent meeting of the English Railway prove it I would be pleased to hear from him."
------�. - �-..�---
Fish Breeding not a New Art.

Club, which is composed of the representatives

of the principal English railways, Mr. Edward
G. Watkin, the General Manager of one of the

most extensive lines, presided, and made a

speech, which was received with great atten

tion. He 3aid those present represented £300,-

0 0 0,000, employed more than 90,000 men, and

administered a revenue of £20,000,000 annu

ally.

In regard to the safety of railway trav

eling, :liIr. Watkin furnished some novel statis

tics.

He said that he had often thought that

if a person wanted to be in the safest place in
this world he should get into the first class

railway carriage, and never leave it.
In

1854 the English railways carried 1 1 1,-

000,000 ; the number killed, in consequence of
accidents beyond their control was 1 2 .

Those

1 1 1 ,000,000 traveled about 1 5 miles each, so

that it was clear a man must make between

10 and 11 j ourneys, traveling between 1 50,000,-

The Southern Cultivator published at Augus

ta, Georgia, commences its fourteenth volume
this month, continuing an able article on arti
ficial fish breeding, by Prof. J. Bachman, D.D.,

of Charleston, S . C., one of the ablest living

naturalists.

It is generally supposed that ar

tificial fish breeding is quite a recent art, first
practiced in France a few years ago, but here

we are informed that Dr. Bachman raised fish

successfully from the ova, twenty years since.

The plan which he practiced was the very

same as that now used in Europe, and recently

introduced, for raising salmon.

Every planter

and farmer in our country should read the arti

cle of the Reverend Naturalist on br�eding fish

artificially in ponds .

.. . ...

..

cured a patent.

He immerses the pulp in a

solution of bleaching liquor,-which is made

upon the instrument, A.

The box, C, being

by saturating chloride of lime in water, and attached to the axle, and it being connected to

using the clear liquor-and then passes car

bonic acid gas through it.

It is stated to be

an improved process for bleaching both pulp
and textile fabrics.

the instrument by a flexible pipe, is not affect
ed by the os cillation of the body of the vehi
cle.

Mr. Norton also applies his instrument

to various other purposes, viz. : as indicators

Our paper manufacturers and bleachers of for registering the speed of machinery, steam

cotton goods should try the experiment.

Sul

phuric acid is now used in discharging the color

from rags and paper pulp to bleach them, and

engines, &c. ; as a distance indicator for land

surveying ; also as a pedometer, for measuring
the distance walked or run, and registering

it appears to us that it must be cheaper than

from 1 furlong to 20 miles and upwards.

any process, however, is the testing of it.

correctness of one of these contrivances for

carbonic acid gas ;

In the Lond<m .Jlrtizan we find descriptions

nine months, and found it to work satisfac

of some intere�ting improvements, notices of torily.

which lVe herewith transfer, with engravings.
Improved Tug

The

the proof of the value of editor of the .Jlrtizan says he has tested the

.Jlmphibious

Baggage

TVag<ms.-This im

Hook-By C. J. Hunt, of Sur provement is designed for army servicrs, and

rey C o .-The inventor's object was to make a

tug hook that would open out more fully than

those in common use, and more easily release

Recent Foreign Inventions.

air through the flexible tube, and so acting

itself from the staple, or to whatever it was

consists of a boat-shaped cart body, made wa

ter proof, and placed upon wheels as shown in
the cut .

GLASS TILES FOR ROOFIN G-James Bowron , applied.

Some inventors, instead of improving and
000 and 1 60,000,000 miles-and that would of the Tees Glass Works, Stockton, Eng., has
take, he calculated, between 2,00 0 and 3,000 taken out a patent for the manufacture of glass simplifying a subj ect, render it more compli
years-before a fatal accident might be ex
pected to happen to him.

Now, he challenged

comparison, in point of safety, between rail

way traveling and that of any other avocjt
tion.

Two-thirds of the accidents occur from

moral ca�ses, and not from physical ones, as

the breaking of an axle, or some defect in the

permanent way.

correspondent (A. Lindsay)

breaking.

the

offers a new the

cause of railway axles

It has hitherto been supposed that

the chief cause of railway axles breaking was

their losing their fibrous character, and becom
ing crystalline and brittle by concussions and

vibrations.

cated and less useful than the original.

The

to the annealing ovens, and when cold the tile

an affair as a tug hook, when an inventor puts

into molds, and then pressing them like clay annexed engravings show the variety of parts
tiles-. After partially cooling they are removed that it is possible to introduce into s o small
is complete.

his wits to work.

For military transportation in countries that

Some of the old houses in the cities founded

are much intersected with rivers, as in the

by the Dutch in New York are covered with

South of Russia, it appears to be admirable.

tiles, but we suppose that no house built in our

In the .Jlmerican Railway Times (Boston,) a

ory regarding

tiles, by pouring the glass when in a fluid state

Experiments with vehicles of this description

country during the past forty years has been

so roofed.

The

common

have been made, during which the horses were

clay tiles do not

stand our severe winter weather ;

made to swim the streams, and drag the cart

they are

and contents behind, the latter floating on the

liable to crack and disintegrate by moisture

surface of the water.

and frost, otherwise tiles make a very durable

fire-proof roof.

rivers was

Slate and tin plate are the

j ect :-

" At present we are in the dark as to the

cause of the axles breaking after having run a
long time, although perfect when leaving the

mill ; that the quality of the iron is changed,
having lost its fibrous and flexible character

materials now most commonly used for roofing

wagons of this kind.

..
--------�..

Spildng Logs--Flont i D � some an d Sinking others.

tin plate for roofing, but for many buildings

leans,) informs us it is a fact that some un

Glass tiles would be far more expensive than

devoted to particular purposes, such as for

daguerreotyping, conservatories, and observa

tories, a roofing of glass tiles seems to be the

A correspondent

Fig. 1 is a side view, and fig. 2 a section.

a is the stem to which a

swivel eye, e, is at

tached, for receiving the end of the tug.

The

loop portion of the hook is divided into three
parts, two or which, b and c, are pivot j ointed,

as shown, so that the hook may be opened out

The iron has lost its original plate glass to the required shape, then heating straight. The upper end of c is confined by
fibrous quality and becomes brittle, having as and bending it. The claim of 1Iir. B owron the band, d ; the part c will therefore be re
is for making the glass tiles by molding and leased or confined, according t o the direction
it were a crystalline body, and of course easily
pressure, which is a great improvement on the in which d is turned. There is a spring placed
vi
the
where
wheel
the
at
always
broken and
above d, which prevents a self-acting or too
bration ceases, subjecting the iron to the con old method.
C OL ORING GOODs-Pierre Depierre, of Paris, easy movement of the parts, and obviates the
has obtained a patent for the employment of liability to uncouple when the contrivance is
alder flowers, to form a substitute for cream of in use.

low me to say that the whole hypothesis is, as
to the cause, erroneous. The true cause is this, tartar in dyeing, and also for their use in dye
that the iron is converted or changed into steel ing black on cotton, silk, and wool, also goods

tion of carbon, and it is infused slowly, but
certainly, into the iron by means of the heat

generated while the car is in motion, thus per
fecting the destructive process, and rendering

the axle certain t o break by a sudden stroke
or j ar, the same as a bar of cast steel. The

process of making steel is !imply to subject
good malleable iron to a moderate heat with

charcoal, which carbonizes it, if it is closed up,
very much like the axle of the car in the j our

nal, and leaving it in that state for a long time,
and it comes out steel, and will break with a

It is pro

posed to supply the British army with baggage

this change ?

by the friction and the oil. The latter, thongh
designed to remove the friction, contains a por

accomplished

(Starbuck's) covered with cast-iron shingles.

by use, and it breaks, being but little stronger very kind required. Glass tiles are not new,
than cast iron, but will sustain considerable but those heretofore manufactured have been
pressure. The question is, from whence comes made by cutting a piece of crown, sheet, or

tinuous j ar and granulating it, thus changing
its character and destroying its strength. Al

Transportation across

successfully

without unharnessing the animals.

The following are the views of in our cities, especially the latter ; and we
have seen one machine shop in Troy, N. Y.,

the Railway Times correspondent on this sub

thus

(M.

Capella, of New Or

seasoned mahogany logs, which will not float

in water, can be made to do so by simply driv
ing spikes into them .

This

cannot be done

with the very heavy logs, but he states, " it is
an every day occurrence at Havana with cer

tain logs," and he has witnessed it both at that
place and at various other places in South

America and the West India Islands.

theory of the cause i s given as follows :-

His

" The specific gravity of unseasoned mahog

any is a little greater than that of water, con

sequently it will sink in it ; but by driving a
spike into the end of such a log, a partial sep

aration of the fibers take place in the whole

Nort<m's Patent Distance Indicator-This in

log, thus increasing its volume in a greater

composed of wool and cotton, mixed.

for the purpose of indicating the distance trav

noticeable by the eye ; and this increase of the

the London Mechanic's Magazine, which says,

pheric pressure.

The foregoing is taken substantially from

" the alder flowers are also applicable to the

manufacture of ink."

vention is intended to be attached to carriages
eled.

The dial pointer is operated by atmos

Alder bark was used

plying the same method to float Mangrove

a dyewood, and in all likelihood so were alder

logs.

We do not see how they can be used

He had some of these logs cut at the

mouth of the Orinoco river, and although they

but some

are heavier than water, he thought he could

of our dyers will soon test their quality for

this purpose.

consequently it will float in it."

upon one occasion, about 20 years ago, in ap

wool and linen before logwood was known as

as a substitute for cream of tartar ;

volume of the log makes it equal, or a little

less in weight than the same bulk of water,

He states that he committed a great mistake

for dyeing black in Germany and England on

flowers .

ratio than the size of the spike, although not

easily make them float by driving spikes into

Alder bnshes are found every

their cnds, as he has seen done with mahogany.

for which P. Depierre has taken out his patent,

to try the plan, remarking that "he would nev

where, and if their flowers possess the qualities

His timber cutters expostulated with him not

slight tap, but will resist a great pressure if the foregoing information will be of no small
steadily applied. My opinion is that no car value to our manufacturers of woolen and cot

er get them out of the water again, and that
they would sink like iron ;" but he was de

should be run over one hunded miles before
letting the axles cool, for they do generate

ton fabrics.

termined to make them float by spiking them,

cis, of London, has taken out a patent for

er is the axle converted into steel, and the
sooner will it break, having become highly

metal lasts made with holes to receive the pegs

into the water, when

more or less heat.

The more friction the soon

carbonized by the oil and heat. Now the
great question is, how to restore the axle to its

original state of malleability or flexibility and
save it from breaking, thus saving thousands
of dollars and many valuable lives annually �
The true and only way is to detach the axle,

when deemed unsafe, and heat it to a cherry

IRON LASTS FOR BOOTS AND SHOEs-E . Fran

so spiked s ome of them were, and then launched

and pins, to keep the sole in its place when

the bottom like stones, and that was the last

making a boot or sh ot.

he saw of them.

of Paris, has obtained a patent for making a

forms us that he endeavored t o make cypress

or any other textile iabric, will make it water

down they went to the bottom of the river,

35 of coal oil, 2 of mineral pitch, 5 of resin,

have now learned something positive about

WATER-PROOF VARNISH-R. Paul C oignet,

Another correspondent, from Louisiana, in

varnish, which, when applied to cotton, cloth,
proof.

logs float by plngging them, but when launched,

It is composed of 1 0 0 parts linseed oil,

red, and immerse it in a pile of unslacked 5 of wood tar, 1 0 of mutton suet, 1 of lamp
lime, leaving the lime to slack by the action of black, to color it, 2 of alnm, and 2 of litharge.
the atmosphere, and the axle remaining in it These are all boiled together for two hours,
and applied while warm with a brush.

This

and that was the last he ever saw of them. We

Referring to the cut, A is the indi cator, floating mahogany logs from M. Capella.

which may be suspended in any convenient
part of the carriage ; the dial is divided into

miles and furlongs ' B is a flexible tube, to
for use. The lime having lost its carbon by ought to make a first rate varnish for the cennect the air-box, C, with the instrument.
the process of burning, and the axle or iron strong leather boots of fishermen and farmers . C is a small iron air-box attached to the axle.
.
o
being highly carbonized, the lime has a direct
BLEACHING PAPER PULP .-Paul F. Didot, D , a pm, Stud, or cam, attached to the n ave f.
affinity for the carbon in the iron, and thus ab
chemist, of Paris, has discovered a new method the wheel, which acts upon the air-box each
stracting it, restoring or ( hanging the iron to of bleaching paper pulp, for which he has se- time the wheel makes a revolution, forcing the
for about thirty days, and the axle is again fit

10, instead of floating, as

he supposed they would, down they went to
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Thanl,s to Dr. Kane.

The Legislature of Pennsylvania has passed

resolutions of thanks to Dr. Kane and the of-

ficers under his command, in the late Arctic
.
Expedition, for their intrepidity, ski ll, and dar.
.
.
.
mg, and the dlscovenes made by them m the

I Northern Polar Seas .
I
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.dnears Pocket Companion, $1 ; Ure's Dictionary of Arts, it .. superior to any other they have ever used for machin.
9 Gold st., N. Y. They sel� good wrenches, but we do not
Manufactures, and Mine!!. 2 vols. 8vo. new edition $.'). D.
by the inventor and manufacturer.
Terms of Advertising.
know their price per dozen.
A. & Co .. have on sale all the important English Engineer- ery:' }�or sa1eP. only
S. PEASg, 61 Main st .. Buffalo, N. Y.
20 3t
ing Works.
N. B,-Reliable orders filled for any part ofthe United
4: lines, for each insertion,
$1
A. v�r. II . , of Mo.-It would be impossible to get a per
.
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States and Europe.
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$2
son with capital to engage in the business to 1'<-hich you
FOR SALE-3 cylinder boile", H inch·
on.ERS
12 ..
es diameter, 30 feet long, with two 13 inch flues, each JiIIIJI /'!:: CEI\'TS A·YEAR-Or 16 months for $1. THE
refer without perfect assurance that it will prove protita
B
$3
with steam drums 36 inches diameter and 5 feet high, ·C � NEW YORK WEEKLY SUN is now sent to
16 ..
$t
bid .
and cross boilers 3..") inches diameter and 12 feet long,
at the following very low rates, payable in
C. & G ofN. Y._'Ve will have something to say about Ad-rertisements exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted, safety and check valves, all in complete working order. subscribers
:-One copy, 3 months. 25 cts.; 6 months, 50 cts.;
Also for sale a set of .. Van Sickle's Patent Salamander advance
water power either in the next or succeeding number to neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising col. grate
1 year, 75 cts. ; 16 months. $1 3 copies, 1 year, $2 ; 8 cop
bars,"
for
furnace
5
feet
by
10,
new.
AppJy
to
ies, $.5 ; 13 copies, $8 ; 2.1} copies $l5-with engraving9.
umns at any price,
that. of the SCI. AM.
HECK}]R & BROTHER, '1137, Cherry st., New York.
The postage within the State is only 13 cent� a year-out
20 !" of
I1:J='" All advertisement� must be paki for before insert
G. C ., of N. Y,-We do not know anything about the
the State 26 cents a-year. No traveling agents are em
notice.
ployed. Specimen copies sent gnti'!. All letters should
ing.
subject brought to our
MOSES S . IlEACH,
,.;:.<eUENK MACHINERY DEPOT-No. 163 Green· be4post paid and direcled to
G. B. McD., of K-y.-Pistons have been applied in many
Sun Office, N. Y.
� wich strept. New York, keeps always on hand Lathes,
forms for steam gauges, and there is nothing essentially
ilt.
llURIlO'V'S "TEAM ENGINE WORIUJ. Planers,
Drins,
Steam
Engines,
Woodworth's
Patent
102 Front street, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Engines from 3 Planing Machines, Belting. &c in great Variety. Tools THE I\'EW YORK IlAILY SUN-I, forwarded by
W
new in your arrangment to entitle you to a patent.
to 4.0 horse power comtantly kept on hand, of the latest
the early mails to country sub:-:cribers at $4 per an·
D . G. Mills, of Gulf Prairie, �'ex:as. whhes to procure styles and patterns. with all the modern improvements. furnished of any size, to order. and of the best quality.
A. L. ACKERMAN, Proprietor. num, or
$1 per quarter, payable in advance. The postage
a good machine for cutting ditches about 2 1·2 feet wide Engines from 40 to 200 horse power made to order. high 20 6
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�'im')thy Riggin, and G erard Sickles, of Brooklyn. U. and wood-sa"ling-. circular saw mills. upright engines that driven
portable engine, costing $635. The clay theltJnited
States, $1.06 per year, parable quarterly in adup a very small space for printers' and pumping en is takenbyfrom
W. Adams, of this city, and 'V. H. 'Vood, of Jersey City, take
the
bank.
passed
through
a
pulverizcr
MOSES S. BEACH, Publisller,
steam pumps of various sizes, rotary pumps and which frees it of stone-into the pit. where it receives vance.
Corner of Fulton and Nassau st!.
will please to call at this office. and execute their papers gin�s,
mining pump:i ; also quartz mills and stampers for copper the
water pumped up by the engine, thence to the ma.· 4
and gold ; improved hoisting machinery for mines or stone chine,
for applications for patents.
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;
making
2100
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and vacuum pans, saw mills. grist mills, marble mills, rice pulverizer $75. A smaller one worked by horse makes I ISTS-NOTICE-'l'hose
wishing to obtain the genu
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ine
articles
of
Metallic
Oil and Grease, lihould send their
per
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and
costs
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every description .. The reputation that Wm. Burdon may be dispened with if the clay be without stone. For orders direct to the manufacturer.
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for
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last
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,
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an
engine
builder.
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NEY. Office 67 Exchange Place, New York. No Agents
member of any numbers which contain such illustrations a guarantee f(1l his work. Miners and manufacturers win ��t��ickab�:::l�:: !ddre;:mphl};Ii��blslk�ns��fJiI�s employed.
1 6m*
as you want and it would take up a good deal of our time find it to their advantage to patronize his establishment, 20 2*
Baltimore.
as not less than one hundred finished eng-ines are kept on
in lookIng them up.
hand.
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i
th
the
large
lot
of
boilers,
shafting.
pulleys
and
ROTARY PLANING lUACHINE.
IJICTfONARY-In the English, N ORCROSS
J. F. G., of N_ Y._" 'e believe the objection to the loose hangers kept on hand, orders can be shipped the same TECHNICAL
The Supreme Court of the U. S., at the Term ofl853
French. and German Languages ; by Messrs. '£ OL. and 1854.,
day they are received. Also a large number of second HAUSEN
having decided that the patent granted t.o Nich
wheel is that it tends to throw the cars off the tr:lck. v" e hand
& GARDISSAL, Civil Engineers. Ready olas G. NorcrOfls,
enginE'S
of
various
sizes
for
sale.
Second
hand
en
date Feb. 12, 1850, for a Rotary PIa
German. price $1,31 ; (sec. ning Machine for of
think it has been tried on the Erie Road. You h{;.d better gines bought or exchangf'd for new ones or �old on com (first part,) nFrench, English.
Planing Boards and Planks 1S not an
mission. The great faeilities and perfect system and order ��fu�!;)a�e j��i�i1�Jefo�hth?e:�:��f��: !1'��gi;�ee:8� infringement of the Woodworth Patent.
inquire of McCallum the Superindent.
on in this establishment, enables Mr. Burdon to
c e
t
r s
J. L., of C. \V._'Ve do not perceive any novelty in carried
Manufacturers. Foremen, Artizans. in short, of all
lower than any other estahlishment in the country Artists,
;�� �� 8��(j�'bRO g��
those who, in some way or other. are concerned in Arts c!�� ;��ch:�eJ�� ��;p��!1�
your plan for ventilating railroad cars. It is not new, sell
for the same material and labor. Advice given gratis, and
208 llroadway. New York.
Manufactures.
The
present
work
is
the
key
through
drawings and plans made at the shortest notice.
4* which the foreign reader may penetrate into a Iangllage Office for sale of rights at 208 Broadway. New York
and we advise you to abandon it.
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,vhich he may know but imperfee.tIy ; it is the instanta Boston, ?:l State street, and Lowell, Mass.
��. E. J., of Ma.�,;.-The idea of putting a strip of india
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Iiiil HlP llIJIT.JDERS-Having just secured two neous translator of the correspondin.� technical term. or
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is not new. 'Ve noticed the same thing in the
G Haven, Conn., has on hand for sale, and is constantly
portin!{ the top masts, and the other in suspendiu.� lower For sale at the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office,
top sail yard,,;-I am desirous of sellin� rights, or procuring
manufacturing to order, a great variety of his approved
some time ago.
Flour and Grain Mills, including Bolting Machinery. Ele
'RCULAR SA \VS-We respectfully callthe atten vators,
E. 'V. F., of La.-We were much amused with your aa:ents for disposing of the inventions in the United States.
Charges for a )ie.ense to use both patents 5 cents per tun. C tion
with Mills ready for u�e. Orders ad
ofmanufacturers oflumber to the great improve dressedcomplete
description of the spiking and sinking of the cypress log. Address THOS. BATTY. 2tl! South st., New York City. ments
as above to the patentee, who is the exclusive
recently
introduced
in
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manufacture
of
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manufacturer, will be supplied with the latest imp'l'ove
We have sent you the information desired respecting the
Circular
Saws.
Being
!ole
proprietors
of
Southwell·s
NEW YORK, Jan. 22nd, 1856.
(Jut sent to applications. and all mills warranted
fiJr grinding saws, we are enabled to grind cire-ular ments.
'Vood,';'ol'th Patent.
TnoMAs BATTY-]{y Dear Sir : I have adopted your patentfrom
IOtf
six inches to six feet with the greatest accuracy to give Ratisfaction.
,V. B . . of-·-You wish to know the velocity of falling patent of suspending lower top sail yard:;!, and have fully saws
and
precision.
The
impossibility
of
grinding
a
snw
with
them on my late passage from Liverpool, and find out leaving it uneven In thickness has always been ac
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\VER
PLANERS-Persons
wanting
Iron
Planer
water, at th ; various hights from fi ve to ten feet. It falls tr'sted
them sub.�tantial in every respect. The supporters also knowledged by practical saw makers. This causes the saw P of superior wormanship, and that always give satis
four f.,�et in ha1f a second ; five feet in 'U)7 of a second ; are
a gre:\t improvement in relieving the trestletrp-es and expand as soon as it becomes slightly heated in work faction, are recommended to the New Haven Manufactur
six feet in ·636 of second ; eight feet in '70G of a second ; fid, having loosened my fid with everythin� standing and to
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inl{. When this takes place the saw loses its stiffness. and ing Company. New Haven. Conn.
CAPT. DAVID CAULKINS,
set
up.
not cut in a direct line. 'Ve will warrant our saws
nine feet in '75 of a second ; and ten feet in '79 of a second. 1*
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through
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In conducting
even in t.hickness, or gradually Increase in thickness ! Cotton and Woolen Machinery. Steam Engines
mated that the resi:,ltance to the above velocity, which is
the edge to the center, as mar be desired. As there achinists' rrools, Belting, &c Importers and Dealers in
ART�ER \VANTED-The undersigned wishes to from
are no thick o r thin placel'i. the fuction on the surface of Manufacturers'
Articles; No' 67 Pine street, N. Y. 23 1y
that of falling bodies, in free space. is equal to a little .P make arrangements with some responsible party to the
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as a night lamp or nursery lamp. It is simple. durable, for the manufacture of circular t'laws in the U nited States, ters, Geu Cutters, Chucks. &c on hand and finishing.
certainly no machine can set and keep itself in motion or
and cheap, and if well managed, cannot fail to be profita �:h!�3 �e�:;r W:��h�:�e,iNo��8 b��r!��t.,�r!���.re - These Tools are of superior quality. and are for sale low
hIe to those who may invest in it. C . W. li'ELT, Salem. 12 3m"
according to the known laws of mechanics.
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recently granted in the United States. For further par- rive with the grain of the wood, and produce perfect equal.
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jti£ntifit �ln£ritan+
rated with the oxyd, and the solution of the tbrough a vessel containing warm lime water, cords the state of the atmosphere at certain
acetate falls down and is concentrated in oth when its color changes from a yellow to a hours of each day, to make returns to the

�tient£ anb �rt+

Smithsonian Institute in Washington, accounts
er vessels by the heat of the waste steam beautiful orange.
White sugar of lead is also used as a drier for these periodic storms 011 the supposition of
of the litharge
for paints the same as the brown acetate atmospheric waves, according to Espy's theo
chambers.
[The above is derived from the recent edition of lead, but only for light colors . In the art ry. We have noticed for some years that Long

which issues from the top
To Manufacture Acetnte. or Lea d.

BROWN ACETATE OF LEAn-Crude pyrolig

of Knapp's Technology, and to it we will add of dyeing it is used as a mordant for dyeneous acid is much used for the manufac some remarks on the uses of sugar of lead.
in� chrlYlne yellow. Six ounces of the sugar
ture of brown acetate of lead, in the follow
The brown sugar of lead is used in great of lead, and two ounces of the bichromate
ing manner. The redistilled pyroligneous acid quantities as a drier for coarse paints, and a! a potash will dye a beautiful light yellow on ten

Island is subj ect to very high winds, and these
gales are always most violent during night, es
pecially between the hours of half-past seven
and ten.

is saturated in a tub with litharge, and the mordant for dyeing orange color on cotton. J t is pounds of cotton. Mixed with the bichrooxyd of lead not dissolved allowed to sub boiled with the oil for paint at the rate of one mate of potash, the lead and chromic acid
side ; the clear liquor is decanted off into a pound to the gallon of oil, and to this 1-4 of II unite, and form a yellow precipitate called
copper boiler, and evaporated, until a drop, pound of the sulphate of zinc is added. Oil " chromate of lead," which is much used as a

let fall upon a cold stone, crystallizes or thus boiled is mixed with any common paint,
sets hard, which may take place at sp. gr.
and applied to the inside of buildings. In dye
1 ' 980 ; about three times its weight of water is
ing orange color, it is boiled with litharge for
now added while boiling, the solution being
about half an hour, then some flour of lime is
constantly stirred. By this treatment a con
added, the whole stirred up well, and then used
siderable quantity of pyrogenous matter may
as the mordant or preparation of the cotton,
be skimmed off as it rises to the surface.
to receive a liquor of the bichromate of pot
When this is removed, the evaporation is con
ash. Two pounds of the brown sugar of lead,
tinued. If the solution be still too much col
and one pound of litharge are used for every
ored, more water must be added. Practice soon
pound of the bichromate of potash (chrome.)
enables the workman to know when the evap
After the cotton receives its chrlYlne it is run
oration is sufficiently advanced. A common

:

:

I

erally asserted by phrenologists, anatomy is of

no use to ethnologists.

and observe how many drops of solution fall

The Poles and Bohe

mians belong to the round headed nations, and
have produced many eminent men.

from it before it assumes a stringy appearance ;
if ten or twelve only fall, then it is sufficiently

The Anglo Saxons have long skulls, so had

Another plan is to take the specific

the ancient Celts ; the modern natives of Ire

gravity of the liquid, which mlly be considered

land have rouud heads, unlike the ancient Celtic

fit for crystallizing when the density is above

skulls.

A

1 '980.

JJ

The liquid is now run into the crystallizing

The old Romans had long high skulls.

The skulls of the ancient Mexicans are of the
Mongolian type.

vessels, which may be made of sheet iron, and

The Indians on the western

part of our continent have short heads ; those

are generally 5 feet by 3 1 - 2 feet, and 6 inches

on the eastern part have long heads.

deep, the sides being beveled, or sloping out

,.

wards from the bottom.

.. . ..

Old Babylon.

Dr. Oppen, of Franee, has spent two years

After becoming sufficiently firm, the sugar
of lead is taken out by inverting the vessel on

on the site of old BaJiylon, examining the
cuneiform inscriptions on the bricks and slates

a cloth, and is subsequently dried.
ACETATE OF

->-�-""""-

R
n
--u
nod Lo g IId
deThe white sugar of lead is used as a
••
o
awash in surgery, and when mixed with sulProf. Retzius, of Stockholm, in Sweden, dephuretted alcohOl, it forms what is now known nies that high skulls betoken high intellect, it
by the mime of " Twiggs' Hair Dye. " 'faken being supposed by many that they do. He
internally, the sugar of lead is a poison ; it had visited the schools in England and Swe

paint.

IMPROVED TIDAL WATER WHEEL.

off the tar from the solution, through the liquid,

WHITE

companied with snow or rain, and shifts round
ending with a northw Jster, to clear lIIp the at
mosphere.

should, therefore, never be kept in a house den and could not find one person in a hundred
where there are children, because it has a that did not possess the elongated sknll and
sweet taste, and may be mistaken for white prominent occiput. In Sweden there are per
sugar. The " sulphate of sodium " is used as sons who have short high heads, but they do
.
an antidote for the sugar of lead when taken : hot resemble the real Swedes, and are allied to
into the stomach.
the Laps or Fins. He asserts that if Sclavo
===== I nians belong to the Caucassian race, as i� gen-

test is to rinse the ladle which is used to skim

strong.

The wind generally commences to

blow from the North-east or South-east, ac�

He states that this famous old city, in the days

L EAn-In preparing

this salt, acetic acid is saturated in a tub with

o

litharge ; every degree ofTwaddel's hydrome

of its grandeur and power, covered rather

c'

more than an area of 200 square miles, being
about two and a half more than the site of

ter shown by the acid must be raised to 1 5
degs. Tw., b y the addition o f litharge-e. g.

London.

But all this space was not inhabited,

there being immense fields to supply the city
acetic acid of 2 degs . Tw. would be stirred
with corn and pasture }n case of siege. ___..
with litharge until the solution of acetate of
_
lead marked 30 degs. Tw. The solution is
In level portions of the country, where the the force of the water against its buoy, and
made in the eold in a wooden tub, and con- streams are sluggish, and it is difficult to form the friction wheel, e', will be drawn away from
stantly agitated until it acquires the requisite dams of the requisite bight for common water contact with F, as shown ; but the current will
strength. At this point, and while the liquid wheels, it often h� ppens that horizontal wheels, act in the reverse manner agaillBt the float and
80 placed as to lever at the left side of the machine, the ten
The so- render available whatever of power there is in dency being to force the lever, H, outward,
lution is then transferred into a copper boiler, the current ; the rise and fall of the tides also and consequently to cause its bar, G, to ad
and evaporated down to about 160 degs . or furnishes a useful power, which might be ad- vance and press its friction roller, e, against
180 degs. Tw. at boiling heat. The pan is vantageously employed in very many locali pulley, F. This pressure, which is in propor

shows a slight acid re-action, the tub is covered if properly constructed, can be
up to allow the impurities to settle.

again covered up for the subsidence of any ties, by the application of the proper appara
impurity ; the liquid then drawn off, poured tus . 'f he improvement illustrated by the ac
into earthenware vessels holding about a gal- companying engraving is designed to serve
Ion each, and allowed to crystallize. The this purpose, the machine being so contrived

tion to the velocity of the water, will always
regulate the speed of the shaft, B. When the

crystals are drained, dissolved in a quantity of as to operate successfully at all stages of tides,
water merely sufficient for this purpose, and · high or low, and in all streams of water wheth
re-crystallized. These crystals are dried at er sluggish or fast. It is the invention of Mr.
about 80 or 90 degs. F .
Richard L. Nelson, o f Ocala, Marion C o . , Fla.,
A piece of lead, added to the solution while and was patented Nov. 1 3th, 1855.
evaporating, throws out any copper which it
The wheel consists of a series of floats, D

levers, H H', is reversed.

accordance with arrow 1 , the action of the
A shows the frame

to the machine.
This invention, as already intimated, is sus
ceptible of a very extensive application.

The

expense of cOllBtruction is quite small, and

•

Stormy S nnday •

of these vessels filled with lead, the acid is suf- are two horizontally sliding bars, G G', fnr

Dished at one of their ends with friction pulleys,

e e' ,

to be evaporated, and the salt crystallized.

E L E V E N T H

direction of the tide changes so as to flow in

can hardly fail to serve a highly useful pur
may contain, while it assists in preserving the D', radiating horizontally from a hub, C. The pose. For any further information address the
copper boiler from the action of free acid.
hub rises and falls vertically on the shaft, B, innntor.
---...
..
.-_ . ..
According to Dr. Ure, 1 1 2 Ibs. of good New- to suit the varying tides, and, at the same time
A Great Iron Stenmsphlp.
castle litharge, with 127 Ibs. of acetic acid of imparts rotary motion to B ; the power is
The Liverpool papers are unsparing in their
sp. gr. 1 '057, yield 180 Ibs . of sugar of lead. transmitted from B to other mechanism in the
praise of the Persia-the new steamship be·
A tun of Welsh litharge, with the acid from a usual manner. The floats, D D', are attached
longing to the Cunard line-which had recent
tun of acetate of lime, produces 28 to 30 cwts. ; to the rods, a, and these are so fastened in the
ly arrived atthat city from Glasgow, Scotland,
or a tun of best Newca�tle litharge, with the hub, C, as to turn, partially, at the proper mo
where it was built, to take up her place for
acid from 1 1-2 tuns of acetate of lime, pro- ment, and so allow the feathering of the floats.
running between this port (New York) and
duces 33 cwts . of acetate.
Below the floats there is a large ring, E, upon Liverpool. We may soon expect to see her,
In Germany, thin sheet lead, or the residues which, at suitable places, the upward proj ec
when we will be able to describe her from per
from · the white-lead manufacture, are exposed tions, h are placed, for the purpose of feather
sonal examination. She is the largest mer
,
to the alternate action of air and strong acetic ing the bu ckets ; the latter, as they come
chant steamship afloat, and is said to have
acid, in a series of vessels ranged one above around, strike the proj ections, and change from
sailed from Glasgow to Liverpool in ten hours,
first
another. The acid being
introduced into a vertical to an edgewise position, and vice
making an average speed of sixteen knots per
the uppermost, is allowed to flow consecutively versa. The ring, E, rises and falls, but does
hour. If she could maintain such an average
into the lower vessels, remaining about half DOt turn with the hub, C .
speed across the Atlantic-3000 miles-she
Another peculiar feature o f this invention
a n hoUl' in each. The metal, under these cirwould make the vo'age in less than eight days
cumstances, becomes speedily oxydized at the consists in a self-acting brake, for regulating
A voyage across the ocean in mid-winter will
expense of the air, much heat being generated, the velocity of shaft B. This shaft is fur
test her powers.
aud after having passed twice �hrough eight nished at its lower end with a pulley, F . There
4 1� ' "
ficiently saturated with the oxyd of the metal

�,
Inventors, and Manufacturers

There

were recently stormy Sundays in

and connected at their other ends with New York for six weeks ; and these storms
A patent was also secured some time ago levers, H H'. The latter are pivoted atl; and had been periodic-returning regularly every

fOt' passing the vapor of the acid into close have buoys, I, near their upper extremities, seven days-commencing on Saturday even

vessels containing a number of perforated which rise and fall with the tide. When the ings. Four storms were accompanied with
shelves on which litharge was spread. In current moves in the direction of arrow 2, the rain, and two with snow and very high winds.
p assing through these the acid becomes satu- lever at the right hand will be thrown in by Dr. Perkins, of Newburyport, Mass., who re-
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